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Foreword from the
Co-Evaluation Team:
A note on Coronavirus
This report presents an evaluation of Support to Work using data
that describes customer and staff experiences from January
to December 2019. However, we analysed data and wrote this
report as Covid-19 spread across the UK.
The coronavirus pandemic has changed what employment
looks like for many people. It has also affected how people
access services. Scope has adapted many of its services to
the new environment. It remains to be seen how permanent
these changes will be, but we would like to briefly mention how
Support to Work has been affected by coronavirus so far. We
also consider the potential impacts of coronavirus for disabled
people looking for employment.
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Support to Work
and Coronavirus
As a service normally delivered through digital and telephone
channels, Support to Work was perfectly positioned to continue
providing its service into lockdown with minimal disruption. The
Support to Work team started and continue to work from home.

During appointments, advisers have particularly supported
customers with interview skills and preparation for starting
work remotely. Support to Work customers are still
successfully entering work during this atypical time.

During the first weeks of lockdown, fewer people than normal
referred themselves to the service, though this drop in referrals
was not as large as the ones seen in Scope’s face-to-face
employment services. The number of referrals has since risen
again, with the team receiving a record number of referrals in
June 2020.

The team have received feedback that the service has been
a welcome source of structure to a home routine that has
changed a lot. For those with caring commitments, it has been
a time to focus on oneself and feel a sense of achievement and
progress.

The service’s marketing has been updated to emphasise its
remote delivery methods. The Support to Work team have also
worked with Scope’s Information and Advice team to create
new guidance on video interviews, which a lot of people looking
for work will now experience as part of the application process.
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Disabled people, employment, and Coronavirus
We also wish to acknowledge the complex
potential impact of coronavirus on disabled
people and employment.
In one sense, coronavirus has increased
workplace accessibility for many. Early in
the pandemic, employers responded swiftly
to set up or expand remote and flexible
working practices. Now this precedent has
been set, we would argue that it will be
much more difficult for employers to deny
flexible working and working from home
as reasonable adjustments for disabled
people. This could have a particularly
positive impact on disabled people in remote
areas, or in areas where accessible job
opportunities are low.
The pandemic has also highlighted the
importance of access to digital technology
and skills to keep us connected and
maintain wellbeing. We discuss in this
report that digital access and skills can be a
barrier for disabled people looking for work.
We hope the pandemic has substantially
increased employers’ and government’s
awareness of and commitment to bridging
the digital divide.
5

At the same time, as lockdown relaxes and
financial support for employers and those
who are shielding is withdrawn, people of
working age who are shielding are coming
under increasing pressure to return to work.
Many will face incredibly difficult decisions
between their health and employment.
The current recession is likely to have a
significant impact on disabled people’s
prospects of staying in work.
Along with the reintroduction of
unemployment benefit sanctions and
disability benefit reassessments, many
disabled people will find themselves with
little option but to seek new employment.
This makes services such as Support to
Work more important than ever. Disabled
people looking for work should have access
to support from people who understand
their challenges and will work with them
to come up with strategies that suit their
circumstances.
We are therefore pleased to be publishing
this report at such a critical time. We hope
it provides a clear example of how the right

support can lead to positive employment
outcomes for disabled people – and how
directly involving disabled people in
developing that support can make it even
more effective.
Scope’s Policy and Campaigns team will be
using this evidence to directly encourage
Government and local authorities to
consider how they will support disabled
people as the pandemic continues.
The Co-Evaluation Team
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Executive summary
Support to Work is Scope’s national employment support service
for disabled people. It supports disabled people who already have
transferrable skills and are actively looking for work. It is a fully
remote service using telephone and digital tools and runs for up
to 12 weeks. Each customer works with an individual employment
adviser to develop and complete a bespoke action plan.

This report evaluates Support to Work using data from
the calendar year 2019. It assesses the ability of the
service to achieve its intended outcomes:
•
•
•
•
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Disabled people enter employment.
Disabled people gain the knowledge and skills they
need to choose, find, and apply for jobs.
Disabled people become confident of their capability in work.
Disabled people know their rights when in, or looking for,
employment.

The research underpinning this evaluation has a unique approach
and value because it has been directed and conducted by a team
of people with lived experience of disability, as well as those
with professional evaluation expertise. This has allowed Scope
to embed the knowledge, experience, and concerns of disabled
people into an assessment of the service.

Key results

Who uses
Support to Work?

What enables
people to use
Support to Work?

What stops
people from using
Support to Work?

Around half of Support to Work
customers have been out of work
for fewer than six months. Most
customers have worked before.

Support to Work’s simple, friendly
sign-up process enables customers
to refer themselves to the service.
Its wide eligibility criteria contrasts
with some customers’ previous
experiences of employment
support. The most common route
for people referring themselves to
the service is via Facebook, where
the service is promoted. 45% of
referring customers find out about
the service this way. These adverts
are critical places for setting
expectations about the service.

Not everyone who refers to Support
to Work goes on to use it. Some
customers refer themselves but
don’t respond to service contact.
Others are looking for work
experience, or would be better
suited to a face-to-face service,
perhaps because they’re not
confident in their digital skills.
Support to Work signposts these
customers to alternative services.
Some customers also leave the
service early. For many customers
we don’t know the reason for this.
For those who do provide reasons,
there’s a high interest in accessing
the service later on.

The customer base is more
ethnically diverse and younger than
the national disabled population.
Many customers have had negative
and sometimes discriminatory
employment experiences directly
linked to them being disabled.
This leads to many customers
feeling very low in confidence
when joining Support to Work.

The combination of phone and
digital communication tools
increases the service’s accessibility.
It allows customers to choose their
preferred communication method.
Furthermore, flexibility in arranging
and changing appointments
supports customers with
fluctuating conditions.
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What does Support to
Work achieve for its customers?

What do customers
value most about
Support to Work?

132 customers who exited Support to Work in
2019 entered employment after using the service.
This is 23% of exiting customers. The most
common amount of time a customer was on the
service before moving into work was five weeks.
Most customers moving into work have been out
of work for fewer than six months.

Customers value:
• the skills and experience of
Support to Work’s employment
advisers
• the service’s format and tools
• the central focus it places on
tailoring to the individual

Customers who don’t enter directly into
employment also gain from using the service.
Most customers develop knowledge and skills for
various aspects of the job search process, as well
as the confidence to put these skills into practice.
Customers’ confidence in their own capability in
work also grows.
Support to Work helps many customers develop
a personal strategy for if, when, and how to talk
to a prospective employer about their condition
or impairment. Despite this, there is limited
evidence of the service’s effect on customers’
knowledge of employment rights. This may
partially reflect the tools previously used to
measure this.
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The acceptance, understanding,
and listening skills of advisers are
particularly appreciated. So is their
ability to offer new perspectives
and ideas. The service provides
helpful structure whilst allowing
flexibility to support customers with
fluctuating needs. Highly tailored
advice on customers’ job search
processes helps individuals achieve
their personally identified goals.

What’s not
working well?
Disappointment can arise at times.
Customers sometimes feel that
they are working to a rigid or
untailored action plan. This highlights
that there can be communication
difficulties between a customer and
their employment adviser. When
operating well, action plans are
developed through mutual discussion
and agreement. Other customers
reported problems with the service’s
messaging system, which is now
being reviewed. Further frustration
is caused by a minority of late and
cancelled appointments, which can
have a large impact on a customer’s
day. A final challenge is ensuring that
customers have accurate and realistic
expectations of the service when
signing up. This report identifies
relevant recommendations for the
service and details where these are
already being implemented.

To what extent is
Support to Work a
standardised service,
and how does tailoring
take place within this?
The service operates to a basic
skeleton model that we describe in
the report. However, its strength
lies in a focus on tailoring and
adapting to meet individual
circumstances. Positive customer
experience often comes from the
skills and flexibility of individual
advisers to adjust how they work
with different customers. Advisers
use a range of approaches to
deliver advice. This includes live and
staggered feedback and practice
interviews. The importance of
tailoring underlines the value of
investing in the interpersonal skills
of employment advisers.

What is the staff
experience like?
Advisers derive job satisfaction from
noticing improvements in customers’
confidence and empowering
customers with skills to navigate the
job market independently. They enjoy
working with customers who may
not be able to access other services.
Advisers believe that the voluntary
nature of the service means
customers are particularly engaged
with its support. Support to Work
customers choose for themselves
when is the right time for them to be
seeking help with finding work. At the
same time, staff reported a shared
frustration with the amount of time
they spend setting and managing
customers’ expectations.
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What are the possible
service gaps?

Summary

Analysis by the Department for Work and
Pensions shows that disabled people are twice
as likely as non-disabled people to fall out of
work. Customers taking part in this research
explained that it would be helpful to continue to
access Support to Work’s help and advice even
once they have been successful in securing work.
Responding to this, from late 2020 Support to
Work will begin to offer in-work support. This will
be available to customers who enter employment
during or shortly after using the service.

This evaluation finds that
Support to Work offers
a uniquely effective and
empowering model of
employment support for disabled
people. The report highlights
features of the service that
facilitate positive outcomes. We
hope it presents insights that
are useful to both the direct
stakeholders of the service and
others working in the disability
and employment world.

Additionally, many Support to Work customers
are interested in identifying employers who
have positive attitudes towards employing and
supporting disabled people. There are now plans
underway to introduce a jobs board element to
the service. This will allow customers to search
for jobs from employers who have made a
commitment to inclusive practices. It will be open
only to Scope customers. Customers gaining work
through the jobs board will be able to remain
in contact with an in-work adviser, allowing the
service to monitor its success.
11
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Introduction
Introduction to
Support to Work
Support to Work is Scope’s national employment support
service for disabled people. It supports disabled people
who already have transferrable skills and are actively
looking for work.
It is a fully remote service. The customer communicates
with their assigned employment adviser using telephone
and digital tools.
The service runs for twelve weeks. During this time,
the customer works with their adviser to develop and
implement a plan of action to help them move towards
their employment goal. Each ‘action plan’ is unique to the
individual customer, but plans frequently include guidance
and recommendations on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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improving the customer’s CV
crafting cover letters
conducting job searches
completing job applications
interview practice and performance
if, why, when and how to tell a prospective employer
about a condition or impairment
asking for reasonable adjustments

Scheduled appointments between the customer and adviser
help the customer to implement and monitor progress
on their personal action plan. Appointments may be held
by telephone, Skype call, Skype instant chat or email.
Appointments are supplemented by extra contact where
necessary. This can take place via email, phone, or through
a messaging function on the customer portal. The portal is
an online space unique to each customer where they can
store documents, send and receive messages, and access
resources that their adviser has uploaded for them. Freely
available information and advice on the Scope website also
supports service delivery.
Support to Work aims to help disabled people become
more knowledgeable and skilled in their job search. It seeks
to improve customers’ belief in their own capabilities and
support them to apply for jobs they are truly interested
in. Support to Work customers should also become aware
or be reminded of their rights as a disabled person while
looking for, or in, employment. Ultimately, the service aims
to support disabled people into paid employment. In this
evaluation we assess the ability of Support to Work to
achieve these outcomes.

Introduction to the evaluation
and its approach
This co-produced evaluation consciously takes a different
approach to typical assessments of service performance.
Its unique approach and particular value come from the fact
it has been directed and conducted by a team of people with
lived experience of disability as well as those with professional
evaluation expertise. Throughout the report this team writes
as ‘we’.
This approach has allowed Scope to embed the knowledge,
experience, needs and concerns of disabled people into how
we value our services. As a team we have asked different
questions and produced insights that can come only via the
perspectives gained through lived experience of disability.
These have directly informed how we judge Support to Work’s
success.
As such, it is our belief that we have created an analysis and a
set of recommendations that maximise the possible benefit of
this evaluation to disabled people.
We have actively engaged with stakeholders of the Support
to Work service at different stages of the evaluation process,
seeking their views on:
•
•
•

what information to collect (the research priorities)
how and with whom to share evaluation findings
how the service might respond to findings and the coevaluation team’s recommendations

These stakeholders include Scope staff members linked to
the service, the service funder, a past customer of the service,
and a representative from a Disabled People’s Organisation
providing employment support. Together they formed an
Evaluation Stakeholder Panel.
For the research underpinning the evaluation, we applied both
qualitative and quantitative methodologies. Our sources and
methods included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

14 individual interviews with Support to Work customers
a focus group with five further Support to Work customers
a focus group with five Support to Work staff members
an interview with the Support to Work Programme Lead
statistical analysis of pre- and post- service customer
surveys
statistical analysis of delivery data stored in the service
database
thematic analysis of free text data stored in the service
database

We used the calendar year 2019 as the timeframe for our
analysis.
The Appendix contains further information about methodology.
We aim to share more information on the co-production
approach in a separate guide to co-produced research and
evaluation at a later date.
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Introduction to the report
This report presents the final findings
from the evaluation research. We hope it
presents insights that are useful to both
the direct stakeholders of the service
and others working in the disability
and employment world. We find that
Support to Work offers an effective
and empowering model of employment
support for disabled people. We aim to
highlight features of the service that
facilitate positive outcomes.
The report narrative starts with a focus
on the characteristics and experiences
of Support to Work customers and what
enables them to engage with the service.
We then examine where there might be
barriers to people accessing Support to
Work and explore how these could be
addressed.
We go on to discuss the positive outcomes
of the service, which include but are
not limited to disabled people entering
employment. This is followed by an in15

depth analysis of what customers value
most about the service, and conversely
what’s not working so well.
Further into the report we consider to
what extent Support to Work is currently
offering a standardised service. We then
zoom in on the staff experience within
Support to Work and discuss how this
supports the service’s goals.
Finally, we explore some possible gaps in
the service and consider how these could
be addressed.
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Chapter one
Who uses Support to Work?
Support to Work is targeted at customers who already
have transferrable skills but who are looking for some
support with job searching, applications and interacting
with a prospective employer. This contrasts with Scope’s
face-to-face employment support services, which work
with disabled people facing further barriers to entering
employment.
The focus of Support to Work is reflected in the
circumstances of people using it.
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Time out of work

Demographics

The length of time a customer has
been out of work has recently been
added as a data field in the customer
management system. The available
data indicates that the vast majority of
customers using Support to Work have
been in paid employment before.

Support to Work serves a diverse range of customers. The customer base is
more ethnically diverse than the national disabled population, with customers
of an Asian background particularly well-represented.1

Of the 94 customers completing Support
to Work since the service started
collecting this data, over half (55%,
n=52) had been out of work for under
six months – a relatively short time. As
we explore in this chapter, customers
in this category may be coming out of
a longstanding position and need help
navigating the jobs market.
However, the service also supports
customers who have been out of work
for much longer. Some customers
have never been in paid employment.
However, most customers joining the
service have been out of work for fewer
than five years. In future evaluations we
will be able to report on these data with
a larger sample size.

Figure 1.1: Ethnicity of Support to Work customers compared to the national
disabled population
Support to Work customers are also younger than the national disabled
population. This is partially explained by a large proportion of the national
disabled population being over pension age. However, the proportion of Support
to Work customers aged between 20 and 34 is substantially higher than the
proportion of this age in the national disabled population.
1

Data on the national disabled population was taken from the Office for National Statistics Labour Force Survey.
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Figure 1.2: Ages of Support to Work customers compared to the national
disabled population
Interestingly, the location of Support to Work customers also differs slightly from
the national disabled population.2 The proportion of customers living in London is
higher than the wider disabled population (19% of customers compared with 12%
of population). Conversely, the service has fewer customers in the North West and
Wales than the national picture would suggest.
2
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ONS data on only England and Wales was used, as Scope does not operate in Scotland or Northern Ireland.

Figure 1.3: Location of Support to Work
customers compared to national disabled
population
There is no significant difference in the gender
breakdown of Support to Work customers
compared with the national disabled population.
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Past experiences of
employment
Most of the customers we spoke to as part of the
evaluation had previous employment experience,
mirroring the wider customer base. We also interviewed
several people coming straight out of education.
Customers’ working histories were varied. They had
worked in the public and private sectors and at many
levels of responsibility and management.
It was striking that despite this range of employment
backgrounds, people frequently shared negative and
sometimes discriminatory experiences directly
linked to them being disabled.

“I’ve had a number of jobs
over the past two years especially.
And because I’m a registered nurse,
all the jobs that I’ve had have been in
healthcare. And my last job […] I had
to leave on the grounds of disability
discrimination.”
– Participant 4
21

Some had left jobs due to bad experiences when
seeking reasonable adjustments following an acquired
or worsening impairment. For many, leaving their
previous job had been a protracted, upsetting and deeply
undermining process during which they felt powerless.

“

My confidence has been dented as well because
it’s not something I’ve left of my own accord.
It was due to long term sickness and they just
terminated my employment because of my
disability and sickness.”

– Participant 13

“

Unfortunately when I did ask for the reasonable
adjustments, that then set out a chain of events
that […] once they knew about my disabilities
– the underneath ones – they decided it was
probably better to get rid of me, and they did.”

– Participant 5

3

Previous reports by the Work Foundation (2016) and House of Commons Work and Pensions
Committee (2017) document some of the negative experiences that disabled people have encountered
in accessing state support related to disability and employment. Sources: Work Foundation (2016) Is
welfare to work, working well? Improving employment rates for people with disabilities and long-term
conditions. Available at: http://www.instituteofhealthequity.org/resources-reports/is-welfare-to-workworking-well
House of Commons Work and Pensions Committee (2017) Disability employment gap. Seventh Report
of Session 2016–17 (HC 56). Available at: https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/
cmworpen/56/5602.htm

In these situations, the sense of loss customers feel at no
longer being able to do their job in the same way is often
compounded by the poor attitude of employers and wider
society. For many it’s an emotional low point in their
lives.

“

[Asking for reasonable adjustments] wasn’t
a very good experience to be honest. To be
honest, this is part of the reason why I ended
up out of work and struggling.”

– Participant 6

“

Several people we spoke to had had negative
experiences of the benefits system and the
demands it places on them. Some did not
qualify for disability benefits and so found
themselves needing to generate income at a point
when it was very challenging for them to do so.
Some customers had also had poor experiences of
statutory employment support services mandated as
a condition of receiving health and disability related
benefits.3

“
I had to resign from my job because I physically
couldn’t do it anymore, and that broke me,
because I thought, I’d been working since 16 […]
and just the feeling of being unemployed, there’s
such a stigma behind it, you know, and that’s
quite tough to deal with.”

– Focus Group Participant 1

4
These qualitative findings chime with quantitative results of the 2008 Fair Treatment
at Work Survey, which reported that 47% of disabled people who had had a problem
with unfair treatment problem at work experienced a severe or moderate impact on
their psychological health and wellbeing as a result. Source: Equality and Human Rights
Commission (2013) Barriers to employment and unfair treatment at work: a quantitative
analysis of disabled people’s experiences. Research report 88. Available at: https://www.
equalityhumanrights.com/sites/default/files/research-report-88-barriers-to-employmentand-unfair-treatment-at-work-disabled-peoples-experiences.pdf

[The job centre] kept on making me do work
activity programmes where it was supposed to be
leading [me] towards a job, and they did not help
me for years.”

– Participant 2
The combination of many of these factors means that
almost all evaluation participants reported having low
confidence on joining Support to Work. Frequently, negative
experiences in past employment or while seeking work
have led directly to this decline in confidence. And our
results suggest that low confidence affects customers
regardless of their specific impairment or condition or how
long they have been disabled for.
Customers have been made to lose confidence in
themselves and their abilities, but also in employers and
workplaces.4
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“

I’d just completely lost all my confidence. I’d had
a really bad experience [with my employer]. It
was just a nightmare really.”

– Participant 10

“

Prior experiences greatly affect customers’ feelings when
joining Support to Work and the expectations they have
of it.
my confidence was massively low, mainly due to
the employment that I’d been in before.”

– Participant 3

It can also be hard for customers to acknowledge
what they are no longer able to do.

“

When you have physical disablement, you go
through grief when you realise you can’t do what
you used to be able to do, and it’s really hard,
sometimes, to accept that.”

– Focus Group Participant 5

Many people we interviewed did not find it easy to
discuss these experiences.
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Implications for the service

Some customers’ primary emotion is one of relief. Many
are simply thankful to have finally found help from people
who seem to understand their situation. Sometimes, this
relief and hope can lead to customers having very high
expectations of what the service can help them achieve.
Other customers may feel sceptical and tentative, especially
if they have accessed other forms of employment support
before. They may find it difficult to trust that their
experience will be positive. Sometimes, customers find it
hard to view themselves and their abilities positively.
Regardless of the specifics, the emotional impact of
past experiences features heavily in many customers’
interactions with Support to Work.

“

Setting up your profile can be quite emotionally
draining, you know, because you’ve got to sit and
think about what you’ve got to do. Erm... for me
the whole thing’s emotional.”

– Focus Group Participant 5

“

[I wanted my adviser to] lead me, challenge me,
convince me that I’m worth something, and help
me to redo my CV to tell a positive message.”

– Focus Group Participant 2

This has important implications for the service. It
highlights the weight of expectation that customers
can place on advisers to create a positive experience
and ‘turn things around’. Indeed, as we discuss in
chapter 8 on the staff experience, managing customer
expectations is a large part of the role for advisers.
Alongside specific advice and guidance on the job
search process, advisers’ sensitive, informed words
on customers’ situations are often a deciding factor in
whether a customer feels that they have had a positive
experience with Support to Work. Chapter 5 on what
customers value about the service explores this in more
depth.
Our findings also highlight how important it is that
advisers understand customers’ past experiences,
which can have a large impact on how the customer
approaches the service. Advisers’ understanding can be
key in building positive customer-adviser relationships.
In turn, these positive relationships are central to
achieving successful outcomes for customers.
5

The Workstar™ is a personal assessment tool used by the employment adviser and
customer at the start and end of the programme. It helps both parties understand the
customer’s personal situation regarding seven areas: job-specific skills, aspiration and
motivation, job-search skills, stability, basic skills, social skills for work and challenges.
More information available at https://www.outcomesstar.org.uk/using-the-star/see-thestars/work-star/

Recommendation for future practice: Consider introducing
a measure of self-confidence or self-esteem at the start
of a customer’s journey, so that advisers gain a clear
picture of a customer’s likely need for moral support and
encouragement throughout the service. This could sit
alongside customers’ self-ratings as part of the Workstar5
assessment or in the baseline customer survey.6 The
Evaluation team is in discussion with the Programme Lead
about this proposal.

See the Appendix for more information about the baseline customer survey.

6
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Chapter two
What enables people to use
Support to Work?
Our research showed that there are many factors influencing
people’s ability to use and benefit from Support to Work:
•
•
•
•
•
•

their digital skills, digital confidence and access to digital
equipment
the advertising or recommendation that led them to the
service
the sign-up information and process on the Scope website
the tools of the service
the culture of flexibility in the service
customers’ individual personal circumstances and
impairments or conditions

An aspect of any of these factors may make the service
accessible or inaccessible for a particular customer. We discuss
barriers to using Support to Work in the next chapter.
Here we present factors which support customers’ access and
use of Support to Work.
7

House of Commons Work and Pensions Committee (2017) Disability Employment Gap. Seventh
Report of Session 2016-17, HC 56. Available at: https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/
cmselect/cmworpen/56/56.pdf

8

The Work Foundation (2016) Is welfare to work, working well? Improving employment rates for
people with disabilities and long-term conditions. Available at: http://www.instituteofhealthequity.
org/resources-reports/is-welfare-to-work-working-well/is-welfare-to-work-working-well-improvingemployment-rates-for-people-with-disabilities-and-long-term-conditions.pdf
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Simple and friendly
sign-up process
The customers we interviewed
frequently felt positive about their route
into Support to Work, including the signup process and their initial appointment.
Customers appreciated that the service
is voluntary and doesn’t require proof of
disability.
“It was actually quite easy to go through
the sign-on. There were no big hurdles,
no big investigations... and it was quite
joined up. And so I was connected very,
very quickly.”
– Focus Group Participant 2
Support to Work’s wide eligibility criteria,
straightforward design and friendly
non-judgemental approach were often
in contrast to customers’ previous
experiences of employment support.
The stress and mistrust that people
report experiencing when using support
schemes offered by the Department
for Work and Pensions has been
documented several times.7,8

“

[When registering for Support to Work] I felt
validated as a person. And it’s very rare that you
really get that in [employment support services]”

“

– Participant 9

Some of our customers have social anxieties […] and I think
having a service that’s face-to-face wouldn’t work for them.
So having a service where you can speak over the phone
or interact with us through the Scope portal and online and
emails I think really helps with themselves as well, in terms
of com[ing] out a bit more out their shell.”

– Adviser

“

All the information was there, and every step
was friendly. User-friendly, as well. You didn’t
feel like you needed to find out different words.
Everything was easily signposted to know where
you needed to go, so that was helpful. Coming
from a person that’s got learning difficulties and
things […] you could simply find what steps you
needed to take to get through to the end goal, so
that was helpful.”

– Focus Group Participant 1

Combination of phone and digital
communication tools
It’s important to note that what may be a barrier for
one disabled person can be the reason why Support to
Work is accessible for another. This is particularly true
of the phone and online based nature of the service.

“

I mean for me, I am quite anxious if I have to make a phone
call, it does take me quite a long time to build up... so the
fact that I did have to ring up to get things done quickly did
exacerbate things. But I quite liked the messaging system,
that you’ve got on the portal. I found that quite a useful tool.”

– Participant 1
Some customers found that the digital aspects of
Support to Work particularly increased its accessibility
for them.

“

And it’s easier for me to do things online and over the phone,
just for me, it’s easier.”

– Participant 12

However, we acknowledge that the service’s reliance on digital
tools can also be a significant barrier to some disabled people
(as we discuss in the following chapter).
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Flexibility

Emotional support

Customers we spoke to frequently made favourable
comparisons with other employment support
services. These positive comments often focused on
the flexibility of Support to Work. The service gives
these customers some control that they felt they had
previously lost or been denied. Customers didn’t feel
pressured to disclose information. They could change
appointments without lengthy explanation or being
made to feel as if they had failed. Their individual
needs were taken into account.

The emotional and moral support offered by Support
to Work is vital to many customers and enables them
to access the service and deem their experience
successful. Advisers and customers generally agreed
that the opportunity to build a relationship through the
service facilitates this.

Because disabled people often have only one way in
which something can be made accessible to them, the
flexibility offered by Support to Work is important.
People’s access requirements can also change and
fluctuate, so the responsiveness of the service is also
critical.

“We would organise each appointment, we’d
then book the next one in. But also it was quite
easy to change appointments. Like I say, chronic
illness can be fun. And sometimes I had to kind
of change appointments around if I hadn’t got
round to doing what I needed to do. […] Some
services are a bit iffy about if you’re cancelling
appointments or moving appointments around.
But yeah... [my adviser] was really good at
[offering] a lot of flexible times”
– Participant 12
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“

I appreciated the help, with the [Workstar] visuals
and everything else. It was more, for me, the
emotional support.”

– Focus Group Participant 5

However, it’s also important to acknowledge that
there are limits to the emotional support that
Support to Work can offer. Some customers needing
additional emotional support may need to be
signposted to other services.

Customer stories
Customer stories in adverts or on the Scope website
made some of our evaluation participants feel more
able to use Support to Work. Where this was the case,
it was not because they had the same impairment or
condition as the storyteller, but because they had had
similar experiences and felt similarly about them.

“

“

The stories look as though they’ve been successful in
what they wanted to achieve. And then I did look at
them after, and after I had my experience, I thought,
‘Well I don’t feel as though I’ve had that experience.
What am I doing wrong?’”

– Participant 7

[The customer stories] definitely made me more
positive about referring myself.”

– Participant 1

“

Interviewer: So did you personally find reading
the customer stories helpful?
Customer: Yeah, I think sometimes it’s that you’re
not on your own. That what you’re going through,
where it feels that you really are isolated at the
time, other people have had similar struggles. It’s
not uncommon.”

– Participant 10
Having said this, we must also note that customer
stories can sometimes have a negative impact on
customers. This can occur when customers feel their
experience with the programme has not been useful,
pleasant or positive. In these situations, customers
can sometimes internalise the root of their
experience and feel that they are responsible for the
service not leading to the outcome they wished for.

We mention this as we feel it may shed light on some of the
barriers customers face in staying with Support to Work for
the full programme length. Customers’ cumulative negative
experiences and historic discrimination may cause them
to feel responsible for difficulties they face in accessing
support or seeking adjustments. Their expectations of
accessibility and their belief that access problems will
be addressed may be low. They may choose to leave the
service rather than seeking adjustments.
It’s therefore important that Support to Work advisers
repeatedly check whether there are any changes to how
they deliver their support that would help a customer’s
continued use of the service.
The following chapter considers further barriers to using
Support to Work in more detail.
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Chapter three
What stops people from using
Support to Work?
Chapter 2 examined enabling factors that help people access
Support to Work. To provide greater clarity on who can benefit
from the service, here we present insight on people who leave
the service early or who refer themselves but are not accepted
onto the service.

Reasons for people not starting
on the service
In 2019 Support to Work received referrals from 1,958
unique customers. Of these customers, 621 started
using the service. Some of these customers re-used the
service within the calendar year. 1,362 referrals to the
service did not result in a customer joining the service.9
A data field recording reasons for customers not
starting the service was added to the service database
in mid-2019. Accordingly, there are quantified ‘did
not start’ reasons for 259 customer cases in 2019. Of
these, the most common is that the referring individual
disengaged by failing to return phone calls or emails.
The Support to Work Programme Lead also performed
a manual analysis on the full number of referrals
received across 2019. This confirms the analysis
performed on the partial data from the service
database. The most common reason for referring
individuals not starting Support to Work is a lack of
contact. This can be a failure to respond to repeated
messages or non-attendance at an initial appointment.
9

The occurrence of multiple referrals and duplicate cases means the number of
total referrals does not match the number of actual active cases plus those who did
not start.
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The Programme Lead’s analysis also shows that the
second most common reason for non-starts is that
the service is not suitable for the customer. Within
this overarching reason, referring individuals may be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

too young
not disabled
not looking for paid work (but rather work
experience or volunteering)
unaware that someone had referred them
wanting a face-to-face service
wanting to work with a recruitment agency
wanting someone to write applications on their
behalf

Finally, advisers deem some referrals (273 in 2019)
ineligible for the service after speaking to them
during an initial appointment. This ineligibility can be
because:
•
•

the customer has had a change of circumstances
since their initial referral
the self-assessment they provide as part of the
Workstar10 indicates that the service is not right
for them at that time.

These combined reasons highlight that some people
referring themselves to Support to Work have
inaccurate ideas or expectations of what the service
offers. Our qualitative research suggested that not
everyone gains a clear picture of the service from its
promotional material:

“

When you sign up to Scope or register your
interest and stuff, they direct you towards the
website. […] And I had a skim through it, and it’s
quite... it’s hard to discern from that […] what the
service is actually going to be like in practice.”

– Participant 5

Advisers also reported that they spend a lot of time
managing customers’ expectations (as we discuss
in Chapter 8 on the staff experience). Service
expectations can also influence early exits from the
service.

10
The Workstar™ is a personal assessment tool used by the employment adviser and customer at the start and end of the programme. It helps both parties understand the
customer’s personal situation regarding seven areas: job-specific skills, aspiration and motivation, job-search skills, stability, basic skills, social skills for work and challenges.
More information available at https://www.outcomesstar.org.uk/using-the-star/see-the-stars/work-star/
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Reasons for leaving the service early
Some customers leave Support to Work before they
have received the full 12 weeks of support. In some
cases this is due to the customer gaining employment
(see Chapter 4 for more detail on positive outcomes).
Further reasons for exiting the service early are
recorded by advisers in the service database as
free text. This data illuminates barriers and external
circumstances contributing to early exits. A range of
reasons exist for the 268 cases of the service ending
early in 2019.

Customer’s lack of communication
or engagement
By far the most common reason recorded for early
exits is not hearing from customers, echoing the main
reason for customers that don’t start the service.
“[Customer] has been exited from the service as [they
have] not responded to emails or calls. [They have]
not attended any appointments beyond [their] second
appointment.”
This particular free text record also reflects the fact
that of the customers who leave the service early,
the majority do so before their third appointment.
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Figure 3.1: Total number of appointments that customers
complete before exiting the service (of those customers exiting
early)
When customers simply stop responding, it is hard to judge
whether Support to Work could do something differently to
support them. It’s possible that some disengagement is due
to customers being unhappy with the service. Our qualitative
research sheds light on some of the main causes of
dissatisfaction within the service; see Chapter 6. However,
it’s also possible that lack of commitment or engagement is
caused by one of the following additional reasons for
customers leaving the service early.

The customer no longer requires
the service
Some customers leaving early choose to do so as
they feel they no longer need support with finding
employment.
“No longer needs support from the service as [they
feel they] can move forward independently.”
This chimes with comments from advisers who said
they will close a customer’s case if they feel they are
equipped with skills:
“For me, a successful customer is: anyone who knows
how to write a good CV, knows how to write a good
cover letter and applications […], very confident in
interviews, knows how to disclose their disability […]
if we’ve covered everything we said that we’d do, and
we’ve done that in six weeks, I’d be happy to exit the
customer, because we’ve done everything we can do
for them, and they’ve been empowered with the skills.”
– Adviser
This demonstrates that Support to Work can provide
effective support within a rapid timeframe.

The service is not appropriate
for the customer
Some customers leave Support to Work because
they require in-person support or lack the digital
confidence or skills to access the service fully.
“[Customer] had not uploaded [their] CV and said
that [they] need support with this as [they] cannot
do it [themselves]. We discussed our service in more
detail and agreed that it is not the right service for
[the customer] and that a face-to-face service would
be more beneficial.”
Recommendation for future practice: The service
should continue to maintain a list of sources of
face-to-face support, so that onward signposting
is possible for customers who would benefit from
this. Support to Work may also want to consider
maintaining information and resources on where
customers can access support with using digital
resources. Digital exclusion remains a widespread
problem within the disabled population, with 42%
of disabled people having a Low or Very Low digital
engagement as measured by the UK Consumer
Digital Index 2020.11 This is compounded by the fact
that disabled people are 40% less likely to have
received digital skills support from their workplace.12
11
Lloyds Bank (2020) Lloyds Bank UK Consumer Digital Index 2020. Available
at: https://www.lloydsbank.com/assets/media/pdfs/banking_with_us/whatshappening/lb-consumer-digital-index-2020-report.pdf
12

As footnote above
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Other customers ask to be exited from the service after
realising that the service cannot provide things they
were expecting, such as job brokerage or curated lists of
vacancies.
“Customer unhappy I did not send [them] a list of jobs
[they] can do based off [their] skills and experience.”
This was reflected in customer interviews, where we
found that disappointed customers often started with
an expectation of the service that went beyond what
it offers. This emphasises the importance of clear,
unambiguous marketing and supporting information
about the service before someone becomes a customer.
Identified Action: We have recommended that the
content explaining Support to Work on the Scope
website is refined to highlight that the service cannot
currently:
•
•
•
•
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offer job brokerage, where an adviser will liaise with
a potential employer with the aim of securing the
customer an interview, work trial or job
source suitable vacancies for individual customers
(other than while demonstrating how to conduct an
independent job search)
provide access to an exclusive list of ‘approved’
disability-friendly employers
write a customer’s CV on their behalf, using
information that the customer shares with their
adviser

This content is currently being updated. We also recommend
that the customer coordinator and advisers reiterate
the service boundaries when a customer has their initial
assessment. Taken together these measures should reduce:
1. the number of people referring to the service but not
commencing it
2. the number of people leaving the service early

Outside commitments

Health

Personal reasons

Difficulty combining Support to
Work with study, voluntary work or
other services is another common
reason for customers leaving early.
This emphasises the importance of
advisers supporting customers to
understand the level of commitment
necessary for full engagement with
the service.

A significant number of exiting
customers cite ongoing health
concerns as their reason for leaving
the service early. This is a reminder
that many disabled people have
fluctuating conditions that can
unexpectedly affect their ability
to look for work. However, it may
also represent the pressure that a
lot of disabled people feel to find
employment when the support they
receive from the state is insufficient
to support them, as one of our
evaluation participants explained.

Finally, a wide range of personal
issues are recorded as reasons for
leaving the service early.

“The government have left me no
choice but to seek employment in
some form or another.”
– Participant 2
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Likelihood of
re-engaging
Positively, despite some
customers asking to exit the
service early, the free text
records also show that many
would access the service again. In
many instances, advisers actively
suggest and encourage this future
engagement, enabling customers
to feel welcome to return to the
service when ready. We discuss
the value of customers using the
service at the right time for them
in Chapter 8.
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Data Quality
It is important to note that free
text entries in the service database
differ widely in the amount of detail
recorded, depending on the individual
contributor. This limits understanding
of the main barriers to engaging fully
with Support to Work. Additionally, the
exclusive use of free text to capture
reasons means that their aggregation
and analysis take up a lot of time.

Identified Action: Using this evaluation
data, the Evaluation team have
proposed a set of core categories
for early service exit reasons. The
Programme Lead has added these
categories as a reportable field in
the service database, allowing exit
reasons to be recorded in a standard
format. The free text box that already
exists for recording exit reasons will
be maintained so that categorised data
can be supplemented with further
information where appropriate.

Identified Action: Support to Work
is now recruiting a second customer
coordinator who will be responsible
for following up with Support to Work
customers leaving the service. They
will do this whether customers are
exiting early or their time with the
service has expired. This coordinator
will record accurate destinations of
these customers. We propose that
they should also consistently record
reasons for customers leaving the
service. This should lead to greater
understanding of the barriers that
customers often face in accessing the
service.
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Chapter four
What does Support to Work
achieve for its customers?
One important aim of the evaluation was to explore what
positive changes happen for customers as a result of using
Support to Work. Our evaluation questions included a focus on
outcomes that the service intends to achieve. These include:
•
•
•
•

disabled people entering employment
disabled people gaining the knowledge and skills they need
to choose, find and apply for jobs
disabled people becoming confident of their capability in
work
disabled people knowing their rights when in, or looking for,
employment

This chapter discusses these and related outcomes. We present
the different outcomes in turn.

Disabled people entering employment
The ultimate goal of the service is to support disabled
people into employment.
“I now have a job that I’m starting in about two weeks!
Which I’m really proud of.”
– Focus Group Participant 3
The service database stores information about whether
a Support to Work customer enters employment when
they leave the service. In 2019, 23% or 132 out of 578
exiting customers moved into work.
Advisers also contact customers who enter employment
13 weeks after they have started work, to gather
data on whether they are still in employment. In the
same period, 148 customers who had moved into work
reached the 13 week milestone. Of these, Scope was
able to reach 73 customers. 51% could not be contacted.
Of the customers we were able to reach, 75% were still
in work after 13 weeks of employment.
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We are confident that this is a representative picture of all
customers reaching 13 weeks of employment, because when
we analysed the data by different customer characteristics, the
results were broadly the same.

The service does not currently monitor the employment
status of all customers 13 weeks after they have left the
service, only those who exit straight into employment.
Recommendation for future practice: The recruitment of a
second customer coordinator, as mentioned in Chapter 3,
should allow Support to Work to better monitor the eventual
employment outcomes of all customers, not just those
exiting straight into employment. Some customers may not
find work whilst they are using the service but do so soon
afterwards. Capturing this data would generate a more
accurate picture of how many people enter employment after
using Support to Work.

Figure 4.1: Chart showing customer employment
status at 13 week follow-up
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What kinds of jobs do people go into?

When do people enter work?

For customers who entered work in 2019, almost three
quarters (73%) went into jobs of over 16 hours a week.13
18% entered work of eight-16 hours, and 9% less than
eight hours per week.

There is large variation in when customers start a
job. The most common amount of time someone has
used Support to Work before moving into work is five
weeks. This may be explained by the responsive nature
of Support to Work that allows customers to receive
tailored support for specific tasks, such as an upcoming
interview.

The types of jobs that customers enter vary. Using the
Office for National Statistics Standard Occupational
Classification 2010 (SOC2010) skill levels14, the most
common skill level of jobs that customers enter is Level
2. 51% of customers enter jobs at this level.

Figure 4.3: Number of customers starting a job at
different lengths of time since starting the service

Figure 4.2: Jobs attained by Support to Work customers
according to ONS SOC2010 skill level
13

The 16 hour threshold is relevant as it is the maximum number of hours that someone can usually
work while receiving Employment and Support Allowance, a disability-related welfare benefit.
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14

More information about the ONS Standard Occupational Classification skill levels
can be found at https://www.ons.gov.uk/methodology/classificationsandstandards/
standardoccupationalclassificationsoc/soc2010

15

Taken from https://www.ons.gov.uk/methodology/
classificationsandstandards/standardoccupationalclassificationsoc/soc2010/
soc2010volume1structureanddescriptionsofunitgroups.

Are customers satisfied with the roles they
go into, and do they keep their jobs?
The quantitative data presented above shows how many
customers enter employment after using Support to Work.
However, it cannot speak to whether customers are happy
with their new job roles. Through interviews and analysis
of case notes in the service database, we heard from
participants who were pleased with their job and journey.
“I’m now office manager. […] I couldn’t have asked for
a better job or a better manager. You know, they’re
completely understanding with my condition and I can
sort of get up and go out when I need to and walk around
the office […] I said to my manager last week actually, it’s
probably the best job I’ve had since I qualified.”
– Participant 4
“[Customer name] is enjoying [their] role at [employer]
and was offered a permanent position in January 2020.”
– Case note excerpt from 13-week follow-up call
In contrast, one customer we interviewed reported that
they did not continue with their new role.
“Unfortunately, the job didn’t really work out because of
my health, but it was quite a good experience just kind of
getting the job, going through the whole process. Because
even though it could be quite stressful, it did give me a bit
more confidence afterwards.”
– Participant 6

The case notes also revealed two 2019 customers who had not
stayed in employment.
“[Customer] has handed in [their] notice and finishes next week
Wednesday. The role is not suitable for [them] as there is no
structure to the role.”
– Case note excerpt from 13 week follow-up call
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The experience of these customers demonstrates that
not all employment is sustained long term. A range
of interacting factors can affect the longevity of job
outcomes. Some of these factors may not be within
the direct influence of Support to Work in its
current form.
Participant 6 had a change to their health that
affected their ability to stay in work. The customer
from the case notes excerpt didn’t thrive in their work
environment. These cases may or may not have been
foreseeable. The situations could have potentially
been worked around with the help of an understanding
employer.
Regardless of the exact dynamics at play, the
result was that these customers left recently
gained employment. This is common. Analysis by
the Department for Work and Pensions shows that
disabled people are twice as likely as non-disabled
people to fall out of work.16
Further into this report, in Chapter 9, we explore the
merits of customers maintaining contact with Support
to Work even after entering employment. This could
possibly help to reduce the incidence of people
leaving jobs soon after gaining them.
16
National Audit Office (2019) Supporting Disabled
People to Work. Report by the Comptroller and Auditor
General. Available at: https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2019/03/Supporting-disabled-people-to-work.pdf.
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What are some of the factors
influencing employment outcomes?
Our research and analysis identified some factors
that can influence whether someone enters work. This
insight increases understanding of the service and may
inform future service delivery.
Time out of work
Deeper analysis of job outcomes showed that the
number of customers moving into work varies
substantially depending on the length of time the
customer has been unemployed for. Figure 4.4
shows that fewer long-term unemployed customers
enter work.
Most customers moving into work have only recently
left a job. This suggests that the amount of time
someone has been out of work is an important factor in
influencing whether they find employment whilst using
Support to Work.

Figure 4.4: Length of time spent out of work for customers who moved into
work compared with those customers who didn’t

Customer confidence and perception of self at service entry
We also explored how customers’ baseline Workstar17 measures related to their employment outcomes.
For every Workstar category, the baseline score was higher for customers who entered employment compared to
customers who didn’t. This suggests that customers who start the service feeling more prepared for work are more likely
to enter employment.
However, changes between the baseline and exit readings of all Workstar categories except ‘Basic skills’ also had a
significant relationship with whether a customer moved into work. People who moved into work showed a larger change
between their baseline and endline readings than those who didn’t. This demonstrates the contribution that Support to
Work makes in equipping customers to find and enter work.
17
The Workstar™ is a personal assessment tool used by the employment adviser and customer at the start and end of the programme. It helps both parties understand the customer’s
personal situation regarding seven areas: job-specific skills, aspiration and motivation, job-search skills, stability, basic skills, social skills for work and challenges. More information
available at https://www.outcomesstar.org.uk/using-the-star/see-the-stars/work-star/ and in the Appendix.
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Wider circumstances
Customer interviews and the focus group highlighted some of
the wider circumstances that can affect customers’ journeys
into employment. These circumstances must be considered
when judging what constitutes a successful outcome of
Support to Work. The absence of eventual employment does
not necessarily mean that the service has not been of value
to the individual. There may be wider, structural barriers to
employment outcomes.
Support to Work cannot directly influence:
•
•
•
•

the attitudes of individual employers towards disability,
age, or any other protected characteristic18
the accessibility of individual application processes
local availability of jobs, public transport and childcare
the boundaries of permitted work when receiving certain
benefits

Disabled people gaining the knowledge
and skills they need to choose, find and
apply for jobs
Support to Work helps customers gain or consolidate
the knowledge and skills they need to find employment.
Customers can apply these skills to their job search
both during and after using Support to Work.
Data from baseline and endline customer surveys
shows that customer confidence for job interviews,
application forms, writing cover letters and writing a CV
all significantly improve when using Support to Work.19
This is shown in Figure 4.5. Responses are coded on
a scale where 1.0 equals not at all confident and 5.0
equals very confident.

With or without Support to Work, these factors may have a
large influence on how possible it is for a disabled person to
enter employment.
Within these constraints, we heard from customers and staff
alike that the service generates many positive outcomes aside
from entering employment.
“If they haven’t got a job, it doesn’t mean the service hasn’t
worked, because success is different things for different
people.”
– Adviser
We explore these in the rest of the chapter.
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18
See Chapter 9 for information on what Scope is doing more widely to address employer
attitudes and behaviour towards disability.
19

See this report’s Appendix for further detail on the methodology used in this analysis.

“

I haven’t done many interviews or CVs […] so
it was useful just to be able to say what the
modern layout is, and [how] it might be presented
and stuff […] so it’s helped in that respect, in
terms of just getting a document that might be
appealing to prospective employers, making sure
the information is clear and simple.”

– Participant 13

Three participants also spoke about new knowledge
and skills for finding vacancies.

Figure 4.5: Confidence in different aspects of applying for jobs at
baseline and endline (matched survey pair data)

Our qualitative data also offers rich evidence for this
improvement in knowledge and skills. This can occur
regardless of whether a customer enters employment.
Eight participants reported greater knowledge and confidence
in CV development. Customers spoke about receiving advice on
content, formatting, and updating.

“

They kind of introduced me to quite a few
different websites and ways of looking for jobs
that were helpful, and obviously I’ll be carrying
that on if I’m looking for a job in the future as
well.”

– Participant 6

One participant specifically mentioned application
forms and how they’ve used new skills independently
after accessing Support to Work.
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“

We filled out job application forms together, and
I feel that if I was applying for a job by myself
and I needed to fill out an application form, I’d be
confident enough to be able to sort of do it on my
own.”

– Participant 14
Customers reported interview skills as a particularly
useful outcome of using Support to Work, with five
participants reflecting on this especially. Holding a
mock interview was particularly valued.

“

Doing the practice interviews over the phone sort
of made you think more about what you were
saying, and how you were to try and sell yourself
more.”

– Focus Group Participant 1
In Chapter 7 we go into more detail about features
of the service that link to these knowledge and skills
outcomes.

Disabled people becoming confident of
their capability in work
In our research, customers and staff referred frequently
to changes in self confidence, mindset and how
customers see themselves through accessing Support
to Work.
Improvements in confidence and self-belief were some
of the strongest outcomes reported by evaluation
participants.
“it’s been, as I said, that momentum, that confidence,
that I’ve got from the service.”
– Focus Group Participant 2
“[My advisor] particularly helped that kind of
increasing my belief that I was actually going to be
able to do a job. Because there were some times,
you’d kind of get responses from people that were a
bit iffy on disability stuff […] that slowly chip away,
further and further at your confidence and how you
feel about your ability to work.”
– Participant 12
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The customer baseline and endline surveys also
demonstrated that, on average, customers gain
confidence in their capability to perform well in a
job after using Support to Work. On a standardised
scale of 1.0 to 5.0, on average customers improved
in their confidence from 3.69 to 3.87. There was an
improvement for every question asked.
This is further reflected in survey data showing that
customers apply for more jobs that are ‘interesting’ and
‘a good step for my career’ after accessing the service.

“

I was putting everything really in to trying to get
this job, because it’s the one I really wanted.”

– Participant 10

Confidence links closely to a sense of empowerment.
This was a theme that both customers and staff
referred to in our research. Empowerment means that
someone has gained the power to do something for
themselves. It comes from a combination of knowledge
and confidence.

“

If you want to pinpoint anything it would be the
fact that I felt enabled to do things for myself. […]
Even though the skills were already there, but
I felt like I had the power to do it and change it
myself.”

– Participant 4

Processes of empowerment ensure that customers
aren’t just learning but feel able to apply new
knowledge and skills independently, both during and
after the service.
Appropriate tailoring of tasks and action plans is part
of what encourages empowerment. Different customers
need varying levels of encouragement, support, and
guidance before they can move towards independent
actions.
This underlines the importance of realistic and
supportive action plans, which we talk more about in
Chapters 5 and 7.

Three participants talked about empowerment as a
success of the service.
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Disabled people knowing their rights when
in, or looking for, employment
Support to Work aims to improve customers’ knowledge
of their employment rights as a disabled person. If
customers know what rights they have and how they can
respond when their rights are infringed, they may be less
likely to have to leave or change jobs – as many Support
to Work customers have already had to do.
Not all customers we interviewed actively wanted advice
on their rights. Some customers were already confident in
their knowledge and application of rights, while others felt
it wasn’t relevant to them at the time.
“I’d had so many jobs over the last sort of two, three
years […] and after the last experience that I had, that
in itself made me more confident anyway to ask for
[adjustments]”
– Participant 4
However, other customers clearly appreciated being able
to talk through not only the details of equalities law, but
also practical ways to discuss disability with an employer.
Four customers specifically mentioned their adviser
helping them to develop a clear, individual strategy for
disclosing their impairment or condition and asking for
reasonable adjustments. Rather than an improvement in
knowledge of rights, this reflects more a confidence in
using rights to one’s practical advantage.

“

One of the other things that they really helped
with was having a good discussion about whether
to disclose my mental health at work and the
kind of experiences I had before that. Which I
found that really helpful as well. […] And to be
honest, [the strategy we discussed] has worked
out quite well.”

– Participant 6

“

This is something that [my adviser] and I spoke
about […] not mention at interview but once, you
know, if somebody was actually accepted into the
workplace then mention, by the way, you know,
I’ve got epilepsy, just wanted to make you aware
of this, and I do have seizures, at the moment
they’re these type of seizures.”

– Participant 3

This is echoed in customer survey data showing a
small improvement in customers’ confidence to ask
a manager for reasonable adjustments after using
Support to Work. Advisers’ understanding of disability
and anticipation of possible needs that we discuss
in Chapter 5 helps advisers present useful ideas to
customers.
One customer we interviewed felt that Support to Work
didn’t help them learn about their rights.
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There was no significant change in the number of
customers answering factual employment rights
questions correctly in the customer survey, and so
there is no quantitative evidence for this outcome.
We have since updated the questions used to measure
knowledge of rights. The previous measure was much
simpler and may have been too blunt to capture changes.
The updated measure should allow future evaluations
to contain more detailed analysis of knowledge in
employment rights.
One participant felt they may want to come back to
Scope for additional advice on rights in the future,
perhaps when in work. We discuss the demand for
in-work support in Chapter 9.
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Chapter five
What do customers value most
about Support to Work?
Our customer interviews and focus group shed light on
features of Support to Work that customers value highly. These
elements all contribute to customer satisfaction and sustained
engagement with the service. They are therefore likely to be
associated with greater probability of positive employment
outcomes.
We have organised the features into three broad categories:
•
•
•

The skills and experience of the Support to Work advisers.
The tools and underlying format of the service.
The central focus on tailoring to the individual.

These features tend to support and overlap with each other
when the service is working optimally.
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The skills and experience of the
Support to Work advisers
At the heart of the service sits the working
relationship between a customer and employment
adviser over a twelve-week period. This makes
adviser skills and experience critical to customers’
successes. Customers place great value on
the following.

Listening skills
Satisfied customers feel that their adviser makes an
effort to truly hear and understand their unique situation.
Understanding someone’s circumstances involves listening
to their hopes, concerns, experience and skills. A significant
number of evaluation participants praised the listening skills
of their adviser.

“

He was a really good listener. He understood what
I could and couldn’t do, and he kind of worked his
head around it.”

– Participant 2

“

It was just nice to have somebody that felt really
genuinely interested and sort of engaged in the
whole thing.”

– Participant 6

The offering of a new perspective and
new ideas
The genuine effort to listen to and grasp a customer’s
circumstances helps advisers reframe someone’s
situation. Advisers apply what they have learned
from conversations. They highlight positives that the
customer may not have considered before, or which
they currently find it hard to focus on.
A new angle on things can transform how customers
feel about their job search and the possibility of gaining
work. It can be particularly powerful for customers
who are feeling constrained in their options and who
have lost confidence in themselves. As discussed in
Chapter 1, this might be the case if the customer has
had to leave their previous role due to changes in their
condition or impairment, or because of an employer’s
negative response to such changes.
Such customers talk about the change in outlook that
their adviser helps them reach:

Advisers take customers’ experiences on board through this
attention to listening. They also ask sensitive questions to
uncover further information when appropriate. This helps to
build an even broader picture of a customer’s circumstances.

“

I was sort of explaining the issues that I’ve got, and
he was understanding. And then if he didn’t know, he
asked, which was helpful, because […] he was aware
that he wanted to get the understanding to sort of
build on that relationship more.”

– Focus Group Participant 1

“Part of the mindset of going from ‘I can’t do
this,’ and feeling very negative, but then getting
to the point where I thought, ‘I can do this,’ […]
the [adviser] was good at that, in being able to
help me with being realistic, but also help me
feel positive to do the realistic stuff.”
– Focus Group Participant 5
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“It was really focussed on, ‘Right, let’s have a look at what
your skills are, let’s have a look at what you can offer’. And
it was very much focussed on the can-do rather than, ‘Oh,
you won’t be able to do this’ sort of attitude. Because I was
very aware of what my limitations would be.”
– Participant 10
Many customers also appreciate their adviser presenting
novel ideas. When Support to Work is working at its best,
advisers are highly tuned in to someone’s experience,
aspirations and apprehensions. They combine this
understanding with their employment market knowledge
to suggest alternative ways of reaching goals. New ideas
might directly relate to a job search or could be more widely
supportive of someone’s situation. As an example, here an
adviser helps a customer access the disability benefits she
was entitled to:
“She actually pointed out things that I hadn’t even thought
about at all and got me some ideas that I took away with
me. I managed to get onto something called PIP actually
[…] And so I do thank [my advisor] a lot for that. It’s not
something that I’d even thought about.”
– Participant 3
Customers highlight how ideas are presented as helpful
suggestions rather than directions on the ‘right’ and ‘wrong’
ways of doing things. We revisit this observation later in this
chapter under ‘Central focus on tailoring to the individual’.
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Acceptance and understanding
Customers also commend how Support to Work advisers
demonstrate acceptance and understanding.
Many disabled people using Support to Work have
encountered alternative employment programmes
elsewhere. They may also have applied for state support
as a disabled person. Customers emphasised the contrast
between other forms of support and Support to Work. The
contrast is palpable when entering the service, even before
building a relationship with an adviser. Support to Work’s
open eligibility criteria contrast positively with the need to
provide proof of disability or financial hardship before using
other sources of support.

“

It was a case that it was if you felt you had a
disability, rather than having to prove it or anything
like that – I guess that was what attracted me the
most.”

– Participant 6

“

I remember trying to apply to several different
employment services, but I would never really fit
the criteria, because I was either ever so slightly too
old, or I didn’t have anxiety and depression diagnosis
so I wouldn’t qualify for them, […] or it would be, I
would have to be on benefits in order to receive it
[…] so yes, I was quite relieved to find a service that I
actually fit the criteria for.”

Then, when working with their adviser, customers often feel
relief that that they understand the challenges that disabled
jobseekers can face. Advisers grasp that many of these
challenges arise from social barriers. They work from the
frame of the social rather than medical model of disability.
The social model says that people are disabled by barriers
in society, not by their impairment or difference.20
Some customers may not be aware of the social model
before using Support to Work. Advisers’ understanding of
this perspective is another important way that they can help
a customer positively reframe their situation.
Over time, advisers have built up knowledge and
understanding of a broad range of disabled people’s
challenges in finding work. This means that they can often
anticipate likely needs in advance.

“

I think it helps, knowing that they’ve spoken to other
people before […] you don’t have to go through the
first steps to explaining everything about conditions
and everything about this. They kind of know the
broader umbrella [of things] that a lot of people can
struggle with.”

– Participant 12
20

More information about the social model of disability is available on the Scope website:
https://www.scope.org.uk/about-us/social-model-of-disability/.

– Focus Group Participant 3
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Although advisers should always listen and respond to
each person’s unique situation, this ability to anticipate
needs means advisers can be ready to support
someone with common difficulties. Advisers with
lived experience of disability also contribute a unique
empathy with customers’ challenges and deepen the
level of understanding within the service. In 2019, half
of the Support to Work team were people with lived
experience of disability.
Finally, simply acknowledging someone’s challenges
can help customers feel validated:
“I’ve been [looking for work] for two years now, and
I’m coming up against all the same problems. And
when I’m asked to go into the job centre, their attitude
is very much that these are problems that I shouldn’t
be having […] So the fact that my adviser comes up
against the same challenges that I do is then quite
reassuring to me.”
– Participant 11
Advisers’ commitment to acceptance and understanding
overlaps with the service’s focus on individually tailored
action plans. We discuss this in the last part of this
chapter.
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The tools and underlying format of the service
Customers also value how Support to Work is structured and what this means when working with their adviser.
Not everyone thrives using every part of the service structure and supporting technology. However, advisers
adapt to work in the way that suits each customer best. We discuss this more in Chapter 7. Here are some of the
structural features of the service that customers appreciate.

The online customer portal

First-hand practice of workplace skills

Customers who feel able to engage with their online
portal find it useful as a central place to share, store and
find all documents and resources relevant to their job
search. Customers looking for specific pieces of information
(for example, on disability-friendly employers) can access
resources that their adviser uploads for them.

Three customers we interviewed spoke explicitly about the
benefit of repeatedly speaking to an adviser over the phone.
Telephone practice supports customers to feel more confident
and prepared for telephone interviews, which are the first
step in many recruitment processes.

“it made, I think, my anxiety a lot less, because I could
see clearly in front of me, it was all there. Every time we
had a meeting on the phone, [my adviser] would refer
back to, ‘OK, open that file.’ […] so I really appreciated
that. I thought it was really helpful and took away a lot of
stress.”
– Focus Group Participant 5
Other customers particularly like the portal for its
messaging system, especially when they feel too anxious
to make a phone call.

Further, six customers highlighted the value of holding a
mock or practice telephone job interview with their adviser.
This closely mimics a process that many customers will
encounter in their job search.
“I was very thankful for the practice interviews […] That was
extremely useful, because I had literally never had a job
interview before, had no idea what it would feel like, what
sort of things I should say... that was invaluable […] with
being autistic, it’s nice to have some sort of familiarity or
some sort of idea of what’s going to happen next, so that
practice was very helpful for me.”
– Focus Group Participant 3

However, it’s important to note that not all customers find
the portal useful. We cover this in more detail in chapter 6.
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Structure of weekly appointments
– but with the flexibility to rearrange
As we mentioned in Chapter 2, the fluctuating nature
of many disabled people’s conditions or impairments
– for example those with chronic illness or pain – can
mean that they may need to rearrange previously
agreed appointments or tasks. Several of the people we
interviewed said how much they appreciated being able
to do this without fear of it meaning they would miss
out or be sanctioned. Customers said it was generally
possible to rearrange or adapt appointments to
suit them:
“They were very flexible in [appointment] times. If
you had to change it for whatever reason, they were
understanding and would help support you to try and
change a time if you needed to, or if you only had half
an hour […] they’ll say, ‘No, we’ll make the most of our
half an hour.’ And that was good, because you think,
it wasn’t just a waste of a phone call, it was sort of
always productive every time.”
– Focus Group Participant 1
This flexibility sits within the service’s commitment
to regular contact with customers. Continuity and
regularity help customers break down large goals into
achievable tasks to complete and review each week.

“I’ve found the most helpful is having that
one person on a weekly basis, that sets the
objectives, and they kind of follow that up the
following week. That’s helpful, that’s what
motivated me […] to be focussed on one kind of
goal, rather than […] just going off on a tangent.”
– Participant 13
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The central focus on tailoring
to the individual
“She understood my situation, she understood my
background, and was able to really craft the service
[…] and then quickly identified objectives of what we
needed to do in our action plan.”
– Focus Group Participant 2
When Support to Work excels, advisers’ skills and the
underlying service tools combine to produce a fully
tailored experience. Customers receive exactly the
direction, advice or support they need for their unique
situation. They are also supported to have an active
role in planning the tasks that will help them towards
their goals.

Bespoke CV advice
Multiple customers praised the level of detail in the
CV review and development process. Advisers make
specific suggestions on what to improve, applying their
understanding of the customer.
“My advisor was sort of saying, ‘What you’re saying
is great, but it’s very general. […] You’ve got lots of
different attributes there that can certainly be picked
on and be brought to the foreground.’ […] You knew
that you were sitting in front of [the CV], [the adviser]
was sitting in front of it, and you were discussing it
over the phone, and so you were working together and
learning from that […] it meant you learn about how
you can change a CV.”
– Focus Group Participant 1

Tailored job search support can come in a variety
of forms. Some of the most valued aspects of good
personalised design are covered ahead.
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Highly tailored interview
preparation
Once customers have identified specific job roles
they would like to apply for, advisers can help them
get ready for the interview process. They work with
customers to prepare detailed answers to common
interview questions. Customers often then practise
these answers in mock interviews.
“We kind of geared the questions that we’re
practicing to ones that we’ve identified that I’m
maybe not so good at.”
– Participant 12
“I had an interview and we sort of did a bit of
interview prep beforehand, and then we had an
arranged call afterwards to see how it went, how I
felt about it and everything else. I felt that really,
really supported me through the process.”
– Participant 4
As Participant 4 highlights, tailoring encompasses not
only the specific content of support, but the timing
and tone behind it too. Tailoring can be just as much
about moral support as about bespoke employability
advice.

Advisers’ balance between
commending and critiquing
Several customers we interviewed highlighted how
their adviser generally found the right tone and balance
between positive and constructive feedback. We see
this as an element of tailoring, because getting the
balance correct relies on advisers’ understanding of a
customer’s confidence, resilience and wellbeing levels.
Indeed, not every customer feels that their adviser
gets this right. This is a significant challenge for the
service (see Chapter 6). If the balance between positive
and constructive feedback isn’t quite right, it can have
a damaging effect on customers’ ongoing confidence.
However, when advisers judge their tone well,
customers appreciate it a great deal. Seven customers
picked this out as something they particularly valued
about the service.
“They listened to what [my] needs were, and took it on
board, but did also think, ‘How could I challenge her?
How could I make her broaden her horizons a little bit
more?’”
– Focus Group Participant 1
“I think [my adviser] has a good balance between
those things, of both being empowering and also being
able to critique things.”
– Participant 12
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Role of the action plan in
tailoring
Focussing on the areas that customers most need help
with relies on advisers and customers working together to
develop an appropriate action plan.
An action plan is a broad strategy that addresses
an individual customer’s priorities in their search for
employment. It might cover things like:
•
•
•
•

updating a CV
practising application forms
discussing how and when to talk to a potential
employer about an impairment or condition
exploring places to look for work

Advisers and customers should discuss and mutually agree
the action plan in a customer’s initial appointment. This
means both parties are aware of the customer’s goals for the
duration of Support to Work, so that this time is best spent.
Good action plan development occurs when customers feel
that the planned goals and associated tasks have been
agreed in partnership. Activities should feel achievable
from week to week.
“What I received, which I found really helpful, was very
easy-to-achieve regular tasks that were set, that I had
agreed with [my adviser]. I didn’t feel like I was pushed
into anything, and I felt in control of the process.”
– Focus Group Participant 3

“It felt like they kind of ‘asked’ me whether I felt
like things would be helpful more than they ‘told’ me
that I should be doing things. […] It felt like I had a lot of
voice in the direction of it, which was also really good.”
– Participant 6, emphasis added
We cannot overstate the importance of developing action
plans by discussion and mutual agreement. In Chapter
6 we explore where the biggest breakdowns in Support
to Work occur. This is often when a lack of quality
communication between advisers and customers leads to
disappointment with action plans and the service more
generally.
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Chapter six
What’s not working well?

Likelihood of giving feedback

Our evaluation questions included a focus on customer
frustrations and negative experiences. This helped us generate
a picture of where problems can arise in Support to Work.
Four of the 19 customers we spoke to felt their experience with
the service was more negative than positive.21 Several other
evaluation participants had some isolated negative feedback.

We want to mention first that when evaluation
participants expressed a difficult experience with
Support to Work, we offered them the chance to raise
a complaint or engage with the Programme Lead to
address the problem.
Several participants felt uncomfortable at the prospect
of formally raising concerns.
This discomfort may partially explain why some
customers leaving Support to Work early choose
simply to disengage with the service rather than trying
to raise concerns. It also underlines why evaluation is
important. It gives customers the opportunity to share
their experience through alternative channels
– in this case, with researchers with lived
experience of disability.
When participants did want to take their feedback
further, the Programme Lead responded to comments
quickly.
We now discuss the main sources of customers’
negative experiences with the service.

The methods we used to recruit customers to our research may have
influenced the types of experiences that customers reported as part of
this evaluation. We discuss this more in the Appendix.

21
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Rigid or untailored action plans
Chapter 5 discussed how helpful action plans can be when they
are tailored to the individual customer. In contrast, customers
who were dissatisfied with their action plans felt that they
were rigid and prescribed. Two customers described their action
plans feeling like a ‘tick box’ exercise.

“I also then had a sense that there was a subtle switch. That
there were also boxes to tick, and things to do. Because [they]
said I’ve got to go through all these online things.”
– Participant 9

This feeling may arise because of the importance of action
plans as a tool for advisers to manage their caseload. The
Programme Lead confirmed that action plans are a useful
means by which advisers can track progress with each
individual customer.
But as we highlighted in Chapter 5, strong action plans rely on
active discussion and mutual agreement between the adviser
and customer. Ample time for dialogue encourages the rapport
and information sharing that promotes accurate tailoring.
If a customer and advisor have not built this rapport, customers
may feel unable to question and challenge their path through
the service. This reduces an adviser’s ability to tailor an
action plan.

Indeed, a lack of a solid working relationship and associated
communication difficulties appear to play a key role in
contributing to customer dissatisfaction.
“Subliminally it seemed to me that [they were] saying ‘Well,
you’ve got all these qualifications, what’s your problem?’
You know? ‘Just do something’. A sense of almost quiet
desperation with the person who supported me.”
– Participant 9
Two customers’ disappointment with action plans was further
exacerbated by unhelpful suggestions from their adviser. One
of these customers also reported that their adviser could not
recall the actions they had set in a previous appointment and
that their adviser wasn’t completing their agreed actions.
This experience highlights the importance of accurately
recording conversations and agreed actions. Good notes help
avoid the frustrating situation experienced by this customer.
Notes also prevent customers having to repeat themselves.
Talking through needs or challenges on multiple occasions
can be stressful and reduce trust in the service. This was
the case for one customer we interviewed, who found that
relevant information they had shared had not been noted
or acknowledged.
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Accurate written records also help different advisers
communicate with an individual customer. This might
be necessary in cases of staff sickness.
Recommendation: Our findings highlight the
importance of good working communication between
and a customer and adviser. Problems can arise
when this is absent. We suggest that Support to
Work offers customers a way to express relatively
early in the service how they feel about working with
their assigned adviser. This could take the form of
an automated email invitation from the Programme
Lead or a Scope employee outside the service, giving
customers the opportunity to provide feedback. This
would improve understanding of early customer
experience and create an easier route for customers
to express potential issues at an early stage. This
feedback mechanism could support continued
engagement with the service and potentially reduce
the number of customers leaving the service early, as
explored in Chapter 3.
We also refer to Chapters 5 and 7 for further
recommendations and best practice in the creation of
action plans.
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Frustration with portal messaging system
The 2018 evaluation of Support to Work highlighted some
difficulties faced by customers using a mobile device to
access their online portal. This was repeated in our
2019 data.
Specifically, five out of 19 participants reported
frustrations with the portal messaging system. These
frustrations mainly related to difficulty in sending and
viewing messages.

“

Sometimes I’d go to get [my adviser’s] messages or
to send [my adviser] a message and I couldn’t find
where to send the messages or how to do it and I’d
finally get round to doing but I found that it wasn’t
the most accessible online.”

“

I know I’ve got the kind of Scope account that you
can kind of sign into and stuff, but with my dyslexia
it’s just long-winded – I have to sign in, go into
documents, and... it’s just a long kind of process for
me.”

– Participant 13

In the following chapter, we explain how advisers
sometimes avoid using the portal when a customer
has identified that accessing it is difficult for them.
However, we also have raised the issues with the
portal messaging system with the Programme Lead.

– Participant 3

“

When you send a message… until you’ve filled in the
new message and sent it off, you can’t read the old
ones.”

– Participant 8

Related to this, one customer suggested that the portal
was inaccessible for people with learning difficulties
and dyslexia.

Identified Action: When we reported customers’
difficulties using the portal messaging system, the
Programme Lead confirmed that this had already
been identified as a service issue. Scope’s Digital
team are now investigating the source of the
problems and working to implement a solution. In the
meantime, customers can send and receive emails
from Support to Work instead. Advisers should also
continue to use this approach where it better meets a
customer’s accessibility needs.
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Late, cancelled or short appointments

The wider context is important here. A call with a Support to
Work adviser may:

Another area where customers had negative experiences
was when their appointments had been changed, cancelled,
or shortened. This was especially the case when changes or
cancellations happened at short notice.

•
•

Only three out of 19 customers raised these concerns, but in
these cases it led to customers forming a negative view of
Support to Work.

•

As we mention in Chapter 5, the flexibility for customers to
change appointments is highly valued. However, this does not
necessarily mean that customers are able to accommodate
changes to appointments made by advisers.

“

I then had [an] appointment cancelled five minutes before
[it was due], so I rang up to say, ‘Look, this is causing me
too much distress.”

•

be the key event in someone’s day
consume a large percentage of someone’s energy
for that day
involve a lot of additional planning and preparation on the
customer’s part
induce anxiety

These factors heighten the impact of late or cancelled
appointments. Customers can end up feeling unvalued and
demotivated.

“

[T]he calls were pretty brief. I mean... it was quite difficult
to get a relationship. […] you’ve got to have a bit of trust in
the person on the other end of the phone. And if you
don’t feel you’ve got that trust, you’re struggling.”
– Participant 8

– Participant 1
Short calls can also lead to customers feeling frustrated.

“

I got messed around a lot. I mean […] one of the things with
the advisor [was] that they were quite late for appointments,
or cancelled quite a lot. So I found that quite challenging
I guess. For my own mental health.”
– Participant 6

This once again links to the need for appointment time to
be protected for ample conversation between adviser and
customer so that mutual understanding can grow.
The adviser team explained that the length of appointments
can vary according to several factors. Appointments are booked
in 60 minute slots, but advisers and the Programme Lead
explained that calls can be much shorter if a customer:
•
•
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is not particularly chatty
is still working on the same task that was set during the
previous appointment

Some calls also extend over an hour. This may explain why
some customers reported that calls from their adviser were
running late.
Although call length can be disappointing for some customers,
quantitative analysis of call length and customer outcomes
found no relationship between the two.

Unmet expectations
A small number of customers we spoke to felt that their
expectations of Support to Work had not been met.
In Chapter 1, we highlight how prior experiences, discrimination
and the scarcity of employment services for disabled people
may lead to customers having unrealistic expectations of the
service. And as we discuss in Chapter 8, staff also raised this as
an important issue.
We interviewed two customers who had not fully realised what
Support to Work offers. This led to significant disappointment.
As we mentioned in Chapter 3, it’s therefore vital that all
customers understand as early as possible what the service
will, and will not, provide. This information must be not just
available, but also accessible to each individual. This means it
must be presented in a range of ways. We discuss the role of
service advertising in the next chapter.
Misguided expectations can lead to dissatisfaction, early exits,
and wasted time and resources. From the best of intentions, it
may be tempting for advisers to be emphatically positive in an
initial appointment, but it is in nobody’s best interests.

“[They’ve] made me certain promises, for this, this and
this, you know, about my CV, about job opportunities,
home-work opportunities, and [they’ve] not come up
with that.’”
– Participant 7

An ongoing commitment to helping customers maintain realistic
expectations of the service will maximise positive experiences
for both advisers and customers. Several of this report’s
recommendations relate to managing expectations.
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Impact of negative experiences

Engaging in Support to Work can also evoke difficult emotions.

While most customers we spoke to as part of the evaluation
experienced a clear increase in confidence, some interviews
also revealed that poor experiences with Support to Work
have the power to negatively impact confidence and
perception of self. This was the case for four out of 19
participants. Negative experiences are often related to the
issues discussed in this chapter.

Accessing the service often coincides with:

“

[I]t made me feel that my anxiety and stuff, and all the
other issues that I’ve got, I got more anxious about them,
feeling that ‘Oh, when I go to the interview it’s going to be
even harder than it is’.”
– Participant 5

“

Interviewer: Could you tell me a bit about how, if at
all, Support to Work affected your perception of your
impairment or condition?

Customer: Um... trying to think. All it did was increase my
awareness of it, because it made it worse, during the period
of time that I was involved with Support to Work.”
– Participant 1
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•
•
•

reflecting on previous experiences that may have been
difficult
coming to terms with acquiring an impairment, or
experiencing a worsening in a condition
the feeling of having exhausted other options

As we discuss in Chapter 1, previous experiences can weigh
heavily on customers. When customers also have a negative
experience with Support to Work, the adverse impact on
confidence can be magnified. Future evaluations could explore
the impact of customers’ past experiences on their interaction
with Support to Work in more depth. This could help the service
anticipate helpful actions.
However, the recommendations and actions identified in this
chapter and throughout the report suggest ways to minimise
potential negative impact of the service.
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Chapter seven
To what extent is Support to
Work a standardised service,
and how does tailoring take
place within this?
The Evaluation Stakeholder Panel put forward several
evaluation questions related to possible variability in how
Support to Work is delivered. Stakeholders were interested in:
• how far the service follows a standard process
• whether certain approaches to delivery have an observable
impact on outcomes and thus could be considered best
practice
A certain level of standardisation is necessary to describe
and manage the service. Some standardisation should also
guarantee that customers receive a consistent level of service,
regardless of when or how they access the service. It is also
relevant to applying the service model within other settings.
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However, as we’ve identified in the previous two
chapters, positive customer experience can often be
attributed to the skills and flexibility of individual
advisers to adjust how they work with different
customers. Indeed, the service’s focus on tailoring
and adapting to meet individual circumstances is a
central part of the service model.
In this chapter we examine the main elements of a
customer’s interaction with Support to Work and
describe:
• where there’s more standardisation
• where there’s more variability
• the implication of this for customer experience
We found no significant relationship between
number of appointments or time spent in
appointments with customer outcomes. We therefore
examine discuss variability mostly qualitatively.

The Support to Work customer journey
The following diagram summarises a customer’s main
touchpoints with Support to Work. It assumes that the
customer is fully eligible for the service.

Customer reads or
hears about service

Customer and adviser
book in further one-toone appointments
relating to agreed
actions

Customer and advisor
continue to upload
resources and
documents to the
online portal

Customer finds out
more from the Scope
website or Support to
Work phone number

Adviser encourages
customer to use their
online portal to follow
their action plan and
upload documents

Further support needs
identified and support
provided as necessary

Customer refers
themselves to the
service

Customer and adviser
work together to create
an action plan for the
customer’s time
with the service

Support continues until
customer enters
employment or
12 weeks reached

Customer coordinator
gathers further
information from the
customer

Customer has initial
assessment with their
assigned employment
adviser. And discusses
needs and goals

Adviser contacts
customers in work
13 weeks later to find out
customer’s circumstances

Figure 7.1: Summarised and generalised
version of the Support to Work
customer journey
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Figure 7.1 shows that a large proportion of a customer’s
experience depends on how the customer and adviser define
the customer’s support needs and appropriate actions. This
naturally varies between individual customers.
However, during the staff focus group, advisers expressed
that they would expect a customer leaving the service to be
equipped with the skills and confidence for:
•
looking for vacancies
•
writing a CV
•
writing a cover letter
•
completing an application form
•
interview performance
Advisers also suggested they would ensure customers had a
personal strategy for if and when to talk to an employer about
their condition or impairment.
These comments imply a standardised approach to service
content, even if not to delivery methods.
Customers and staff participating in the evaluation indicated
that a review of the customer’s CV is often the first substantial
part of a customer’s action plan. Advisers can be reluctant to
support a customer with other items before first reviewing
their CV. This is probably because a CV gives the adviser a lot
of context of someone’s work experience and how they are
currently portraying themselves in a job search. It therefore
makes a useful starting point to identify other possible actions.
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However, two customers that we spoke to felt highly frustrated
that they were asked to submit their CV at the very start of
the process. They had wanted to focus on other elements of
their job search and had been told that this would be possible.
Their experiences relate to the sense of ‘tick boxes’ discussed
in Chapter 6, as well as customers’ expectations of the service.
Understandably, some customers interpret a tailored action
plan to mean that they can move straight onto interview
preparation or talking about reasonable adjustments.
The Programme Lead confirmed that reviewing a customer’s
CV should not be an automatic first step in an action plan. The
adviser and customer should discuss the customer’s priorities
when setting initial actions. The customer should have the
opportunity to guide their starting point and first tasks.

Elements of the customer journey: how
standardised?
Finding out about the service and referring to the service
The most common route for people referring themselves to
Support to Work is via Facebook, where the service is promoted
through posts and paid-for adverts. 45% of people who refer
themselves find out about the service this way. This is true of
customers in all demographics. The next most common route is
through a search engine.
Facebook adverts and search engine listings are thus important
places for setting customers’ expectations about the service.
Identified Action: As discussed in Chapter 3, we have suggested
clarifications to the information about Support to Work
available on the Scope website. These clarifications can also
be applied to external marketing such as Facebook adverts. We
have suggested these improvements to the Scope Marketing
team so that external promotion sets the right expectations
early in the customer journey.
Once on the Scope website, a customer can read further
standardised information about the service. This may be
supplemented by an email or phone conversation with a
member of staff.
All referring customers must sign up for a Scope account and
provide certain information about themselves via a standard
online registration form.
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Speaking to the customer coordinator

Initial assessment with assigned adviser

After completing a registration form, customers
speak to the Support to Work customer coordinator.
The coordinator gathers more information about the
customer in preparation for their assessment with
a named employment adviser. The coordinator also
reiterates what the service can and can’t provide, to
further set customer expectations.

The initial assessment is standardised in that each customer
completes a Workstar appraisal in conversation with their
adviser.22 A customer rates themselves on different measures
relating to their job search. Advisers use these scores against
a common framework to assess whether Support to Work is
ultimately suitable for the individual. People for whom the
service is unlikely to be helpful are signposted to alternative
Scope or external services.

“I think what [the customer coordinator]
does is very much standardised, because
it’s […] very much information-gathering
and checking people understand that
it’s going to be a telephone-based
appointment. Sometimes that takes a
while to sink in.”

The conversation underpinning the Workstar assessment
also gives the employment adviser contextual information
about the customer’s previous experiences and their main
barriers to finding employment. It’s a central tool for helping
the customer and adviser identify a suitable action plan.
However, as touched on in the previous chapter, there seems
to be variation in how much advisers deviate from what
could be considered a ‘template’ action plan.

– Programme Lead
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22

See the Appendix for more information about the Workstar

Creation of the action plan
The action plan guides how an adviser and customer progress through the service. It sets out tasks for the
customer to complete between appointments which the adviser and customer can then review together.

They are thus a part of the service where standardisation is
not encouraged.

“[Actions plans] really should be
individualised, and they should be
about what you are working on
as […] a customer and an advisor.
So it should be a clear kind of
statement of, this is what you’re
working on at the moment, and
this is what we’re going to work
on, and this is what you should be
reviewing every meeting.”
– Programme Lead

In some cases this works very effectively, as discussed
in Chapter 5. However, as noted in Chapter 6, there can
sometimes be too much rigidity in action plans. Customers who
are low in confidence and have not yet built a relationship with
their adviser may not feel able to challenge a proposed plan.
Although there are common elements to many individuals’ job
searches, advisers should always allow flexibility in the content
and speed of action plans. They should ensure a customer
has ample opportunity to make their own suggestions or
counterproposals. Advisers should proactively check whether
customers are satisfied with action plans, particularly as some
customers may feel uncomfortable about directly challenging
their adviser.
Identified Action: After we informed the Support to Work
Programme Lead about some customers’ dissatisfaction with
their action plan, the Lead ran an exercise with the adviser
team. Advisers scrutinised and discussed what makes a strong,
customer-centred action plan and refreshed their approach
to action plan creation. This should lead to greater customer
satisfaction with action plans and therefore better engagement
with and completion of actions.
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Use of customer portal
Advisers encourage customers to access their online
portal between appointments. The portal is where
customers can review their action plan, read guidance
that the adviser has uploaded, and update their
individual CV and cover letters.
However, as discussed in the previous chapter, the
portal is not accessible to all customers. One customer
we spoke to only had access to a computer at their
local library. They found using the portal on their
phone difficult, and so only had infrequent access to
it when they could go to the library. To respond to the
situation, their adviser sent information and advice in
the body of an email which could be read on a phone,
rather than uploading it to the portal.

“

I don’t really have a laptop or access to a computer.
I have to then go to the library […] so [my adviser’s]
quite understanding and has helped me where
[they] can, in terms of getting the information and
support I need.”

– Participant 13

This example once again illustrates the importance of
flexibility and the ability to deviate from the standard
customer journey.
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Delivery of content supporting
a job search
The following table summarises some of the service’s
main approaches to various elements of a job search,
as established by the customer interviews and focus
group. We do not have sufficient data to say that any
particular approach could be considered ‘best practice’
for generating positive outcomes.

Content or Task

Main approaches used by
Supporting quote
advisers as found in the research

Searching for
vacancies

Advisers running an example search
on a vacanacy listings site and
sharing the results with customers
as an example of what you can find
online.
Giving advice on how to conduct
searches that generate appropriate
roles.

“The job that I found that I’m
going to be starting in about two
weeks was on the website Reed,
which I hadn’t heard of before
Scope. And it was at the specific
advice of my adviser that I made
a profile for that website.”
- Focus Group participant 3

Sharing different job search
websites that might be relevant for a
customer’s goals.
CV writing

“Going through the CV[..] it’s
Encouraging customers to use a
Scope template for constructing their actually quite valuable, rather
than just [the adviser] taking
CV.
it away, as most recruitment
Use of Skype screen-sharing to allow consultants would do. Actually,
from that you learn.”
live feedback on a CV.
- Focus Group participant 2
Sending feedback, after the adviser
has read the CV, by email.

Giving advice on constucting a
cover letter during an appointment,
uploading advice to a customer’s
portal, or emailing advice.

“[My adviser] wanted me to just
look at what [they] sent me and
do my own cover letter.”
- Participant 13

Asking customers to draft a cover
letter as part of their action plan.
Providing feedback via email or in an
appointment.
Application forms

Discussion with customer about
how to approach different questions
in application forms, based on the
knowledge of the customer’s skills
and experience.
Looking at specific application forms
together during an appointment.

Main approaches used by advisers Supporting quote
as found in the research

Interviews

Highly tailored discussion about how
a customer might answer different
questions
Conducting mock interviews over the
phone ahead of a scheduled interview.
‘Debriefing’ with a customer soon after
a real interview.

“There was some questions
that came up that would’ve
panicked me before [...] [But]
[my adviser] was like, ‘Well if
thay ask you this, [...] then you
can give them this example’.
Or, ‘You tell me what example
you can come up with.”
- Participant 2

Dependent on if a customer has an
urgent upcoming interview.

Tailored verbal feedback on CV
versions during appointments
Cover Letters

Content or Task

“We filled out job application
forms together, and I feel that
if I was applying for a job by
myself and I needed to fill out an
application form, I’d be confident
enough to be able to do it on my
own”
- Participant 14

Talking about
reasonable
adjustments

Discussing options for if, when and
how to talk to a potential emplyer
about an impairment or condition.
Conversations about reasonable
adjustments don’t always take place,
as the customer may not feel it is
relevent for them.
Many customers have their own
previous experience of asking for
adjustments and draw their own
conclusions from this.

“We have to give the bar
to customers and say, ‘The
choice is yours, whether you
disclose your disability or
not. But if you choose to, this
is how you go about it. But
overall, the choice is yours’ [...]
Though people’s approaches
are different, I think like overall the message is the same.”
- Adviser

We wish to note that some customers who received example
job searches from their advisers interpreted these as lists
of vacancies that they should apply for. In one case, this
led to particular confusion and disappointment. Advisers
should therefore clearly communicate to customers that such
listings are shared only as examples of job-search outputs,
rather than suggested lists of vacancies to apply for.
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Exit from service

Summary

When a customer leaves the service, they complete an
exit review with their adviser. During this appointment,
the adviser and customer repeat the Workstar
assessment. This exercise gives advisers and customers
the opportunity to reflect on progress the customer
has made, and what they might have gained from the
process. This can be especially useful when customers
are not exiting into employment.

Ultimately, the question of standardisation is a complex
one. There are clearly common elements to many
Support to Work customers’ journeys. But the strength
of the service lies in individual advisers’ ability to adapt
the basic skeleton of the service in a way that suits the
individual customer. As one adviser summarises:

“

even if they don’t get a job from the service, hearing
that they’ve improved with the service is also very
much valuable to the customer, so that’s one thing I
do like about the service.”

– Adviser

Advisers also attempt to contact customers who enter
employment 13 weeks after they leave the service.
This is to collect information about their employment
status and find out if they are in continued need
of support. This improves monitoring of the service
outcomes. However, as we mentioned in Chapter 4, it
is not possible to get in touch with a lot of customers
at this stage.
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“

Everyone’s really good at mirroring their customers,
because I think, you can’t just have the same
approach to speaking to everyone. Listening to
everyone’s conversations, everyone’s really good at
understanding the people they’re speaking to, and
so changing their delivery style to that person.”

– Adviser

This underlines that employment support services
should focus on and invest in the interpersonal skills of
employment advisers. This should encourage effective
communication with, and support of, a wide range of
customers.
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Chapter eight
What is the staff
experience like?
The Evaluation Stakeholder Panel was interested in exploring
staff experience. To investigate we held a focus group with four
Support to Work advisers and the customer coordinator.
We also held an individual interview with the Support to Work
Programme Lead to understand their perspective. This gave us
broader contextual information about who works in the service
and how it operates.
In this chapter we discuss the following from the perspective of
staff experience:
•
•
•
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Sources of job satisfaction.
The culture of learning and sharing.
Shared frustrations and concerns.

Sources of job satisfaction
It was clear from the staff focus group that advisers
derive job satisfaction from working with Support to
Work customers. Advisers enjoy noticing improvements
in customers’ confidence over the course of the service.
They also feel they are empowering customers with
skills to navigate the job market independently.
Advisers also appreciate working in a service that
reaches customers who may not be able to access
other services. The remote delivery means that
geography is no barrier to participation. Advisers also
feel that the service particularly suits customers with
social anxieties who would find face-to-face, group,
or community support programmes too challenging.
Supporting groups of people they know would
otherwise be excluded from services is gratifying.

Another central driver of job satisfaction is the level of
engagement and honesty that customers bring to the service.
Advisers believe that the voluntary nature of the service is at
least partly responsible for this quality of engagement. Support
to Work customers can choose for themselves when is the right
time for them to be seeking help with finding work. This means
customers are psychologically ready to engage fully with the
support available, leading to a more positive and productive
experience for customers and staff alike. Where employment
support is mandated as a condition of receiving other support,
this is not always the case.23
Advisers also praised the realistic targets and indicators used to
manage service performance. Staff highlighted how achievable
outcomes targets allow them to focus on the individual
customer and their personal goals, rather than on achieving
job outcomes at any cost. This stands in contrast to previous
employment support roles:

“

In previous work experience, the whole point was trying to
get them into any job. Like, the sooner we could get them
into a job, the better. Whereas here […] I think I spend more
time trying to get to know the customer, spend more time to
understand what they’re looking for from the service, how
they would like the service to be tailored towards them.”

This realism in targets also offers advisers a greater degree of
freedom in how they work with individual customers. Advisers
can spend time building a trusting working relationship with a
customer. When inducting staff into the service, the Programme
Lead emphasises the importance of building such rapport.

“

Get to know the customers. Don’t worry about the
recording of data and the technical stuff. That will come,
and that’s very straightforward. […] Build your rapport with
your customers, get to know them, and progress them. I
think that’s the most important thing.”
– Programme Lead

As we discuss in Chapters 5 and 6, personalisation is highly
important to customer satisfaction and outcomes too.
Recommendation for future practice: Maintain the realistic
key performance indicators used in service management,
which are currently set to the end of 2020. Much adviser and
customer satisfaction with the service is directly related to the
time advisers can spend getting to know and understand the
individual customer. This should be a key consideration when
setting ongoing performance targets.

– Adviser

23
Staff working within the DWP-contracted Work and Health Programme in London reported
that participants who had been mandated onto the programme sometimes resisted engagement
with support. Source: SQW (2019) London Work and Health Programmes Evaluation: Theme A
Report. Available at https://www.londoncouncils.gov.uk/download/file/fid/26352
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The culture of learning and sharing
The evaluation stakeholders were also keen to understand
if advisers feel confident when dealing with challenging
situations. They wanted to explore whether there had been any
change in this since the first Support to Work evaluation took
place in 2018.
The focus group made clear that within the adviser team there
is a commitment to mutual reflection, learning and support.
This occurs both informally and through dedicated
team meetings.

“

I do feel like all of us learn from each other, as well. We
all listen to each other’s conversations. I feel also we’re
all building up experience [and] learning off the phone
calls we’re having as well.”
– Adviser

“

The good thing is that we have like team meetings as
well, [where] we share best practice.”
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– Adviser

Advisers confirmed that they feel confident dealing with
situations that require a safeguarding response. The
Programme Lead also identified that cases where he must
speak directly to a customer to resolve a situation have
decreased significantly over time. This may suggest a growth
in adviser confidence and resilience.
In monthly supervisions, individual advisers work with the
Programme Lead to identify unique training needs and
interests. Advisers may attend training individually and are
then able to share what they have learned with the rest
of the team.
Recommendation for future practice: We consider the open
culture of learning and development to be central to positive
staff experience and retainment. Any future versions of the
Support to Work service should nurture this culture, as it both
supports adviser capability and maximises possible benefits
to customers.

Shared frustrations and concerns
One of the main frustrations within the staff team is the
amount of time spent setting and managing customers’
expectations. As we explored in Chapter 1, many customers
place a lot of hope on Support to Work, especially if they
have struggled to find employment support elsewhere. Many
potential customers project their desires onto the service
when they see an advert displaying its general themes. And
as discussed in Chapter 3, the information available to new
customers could be more explicit about the boundaries of what
advisers can and cannot do.
Thus, advisers and the customer coordinator find they must
repeatedly explain to customers that what they are not
currently set up to do.
From our research we are aware that there are certain hopes
and expectations that a lot of disabled jobseekers share. We
address the feasibility and risks of Support to Work responding
to some of these desires in Chapter 9 on possible gaps in the
Support to Work service.
A separate adviser concern is how well the service currently
supports deaf customers and customers with a hearing
impairment. We also discuss this in Chapter 9.
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Chapter nine
What are the possible
service gaps?
In our qualitative research, we asked customers and staff about
whether they had any suggestions for possible improvements
to Support to Work. As a team with lived experience of
disability, this is also something that we have reflected
on as researchers.
In this chapter we report the most common suggestions from
customers and staff. We appraise these in the context of
information we’ve gathered about the circumstances and past
experiences of customers using Support to Work.
We recommend that any plans to implement these suggestions
are based on further research focussing specifically on relative
benefits and risks.
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The core suggestions fit into the following main
categories and subheadings:
Extending the service offer
•
•
•

In work support.
Additional forms of peer support.
Advice on identifying vacancies with disabilityfriendly employers.

Refining the current service offer
•
•

Making appointment notes available in a written
format.
Assessing the support given to deaf customers
and customers with a hearing impairment.

Extending the service offer
In work support
The past experiences of evaluation participants discussed in
Chapter 1 are a reminder that disabled people face barriers not
just in getting into work, but staying in work. Analysis by the
Department for Work and Pensions shows that disabled people
are twice as likely as non-disabled people to fall out of work.24
Disabled people entering work may encounter particular
challenges related to new employment. For example, they may
have difficulty getting their employer to implement reasonable
adjustments that enable them to conduct their role. There
may be teething problems with Access to Work grants. And
if someone has only recently acquired their impairment or
condition, they may also be getting used to new ways of working.
People may also find that their benefits are unexpectedly
affected, as happened to one customer we spoke to when they
started their new job:
“Because I started in the middle of the month, they put the two
months into one wage slip. So it looked like I was getting more.
[…] So they were like, ‘We’re just scrapping [your Employment
Support Allowance].’ I was like, ‘Oh god, don’t do that!’”
– Focus Group Participant 1
Customers explained that it would be helpful to continue to
access Support to Work’s help and advice even once they
have secured work. They said that the option of this support
24
National Audit Office (2019) Supporting Disabled People to Work. Report by the Comptroller
and Auditor General. Available at: https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/
Supporting-disabled-people-to-work.pdf

would provide them with something to ‘fall back on’ if they
experienced difficulties with their transition into employment.
One customer we spoke to had been initially successful in
getting a job after using Support to Work, but soon left again
due to health issues. Situations like this could potentially have
a better outcome if Support to Work customers who enter
work could receive further support on schemes such as Access
to Work25 and Fit for Work26 which aim to help disabled people
stay in employment.
Customers taking part in the 2018 evaluation of the service also
reported a desire to stay in contact with their adviser once in
work. As a result of this 2018 finding and its repetition in the
2019 data, the Support to Work funders and managers have
planned the introduction of two In Work Advisers to the service.
Identified action: From late 2020, Support to Work will start
offering in work support to customers who enter employment
during or shortly after using the service. Two In Work
Employment Advisers will provide this additional support
through telephone and digital channels. Advisers will be able
to help with aspects of the transition to work that commonly
cause problems, such as the implementation of reasonable
adjustments, dealing with the Access to Work process or
ensuring benefits are not interrupted. Ultimately, it is hoped
that this additional layer of support will lead to better rates of
sustained employment for disabled people. The Evaluation team
will need to monitor this by collecting data at agreed follow-up
points to establish whether customers are still in work.

26

Fit For Work is a government-funded initiative providing advice on work-related health
issues. It is designed to support people in work with health conditions and help with sickness
absence. More information is available at https://fitforwork.org/.

25

Access to Work is a government scheme that can provide grants for disabled people who need
to purchase special equipment or use particular transport to get to or from work. It can also
provide mental health support. More information is available at https://www.gov.uk/access-towork.
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Additional forms of peer support
Both customers and staff suggested that Support to Work
could be strengthened by connecting customers with each
other directly. This would allow customers to learn from
others in a similar position or from people who have previously
experienced the same sorts of challenges. Some of the
evaluation participants found that simply being in a focus
group with others who had used the service was beneficial.
“it’s nice to be able to speak to people who are going through
the same thing […] about what we’ve gone through or what
we’re going through, what we’re scared of going through or
you know, maybe the good things as well.”
– Participant 3
“I find even sitting here today very useful, to be able to hear
about other people’s experiences.”
– Focus Group Participant 2
Ideas included networking events, direct phone calls between
past and current customers, and an online forum connecting
Support to Work customers. Scope’s online community already
exists as a space where disabled people can share experiences,
but participants’ comments suggest that awareness of it is low
among Support to Work customers.
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Recommendations for future practice:
•

•

•

Ensure advisers proactively signpost all customers
to Scope’s online community. Even if a customer
has not expressed particular interest in accessing
peer support.
Consider creating a specific area of the online
community for customers of Scope’s employment
services, to encourage peer support between
people with similar experiences.
Explore the possibility of introducing additional
formats of peer support between current and past
customers. This could include networking events
and telephone contact, weighing the potential
benefits against safeguarding and data sharing
risks.

Advice on identifying vacancies with
inclusive employers
Given the negative experiences that many disabled people
have had with previous employers, it is understandable that a
lot of Support to Work customers are interested in identifying
employers with positive attitudes towards employing and
supporting disabled people.
“I’m looking at those employers that are more understanding
towards people with disabilities […] I don’t want to be having
that repetition where I’ve been sacked because of long-term
sick leave […] and I’ve triggered the organisation policy and
then having to be dismissed, you see. So yeah, I would like
an employer that’s more understanding, and more positive, I
guess, towards people with disabilities.”
– Participant 13
Customers do not always trust in the government scheme,
Disability Confident, that uses three levels of commitment
to describe employers’ pledges to be inclusive.27 The scheme
cannot convey to someone whether the individual line manager
of a role or a given department or team will be inclusive and
proactive in supporting disabled workers.
“[It would’ve been helpful to have information about]
employers that are maybe mindful employers, or employers
that have got a track history of being supportive of people
when they have experienced disability. And not just ones that
on their website say ‘Oh yeah, we’re disability confident’ and
you actually go and work for them, and they’re not.”
– Participant 1

Accordingly, a lot of customers look to Scope and Support to
Work for guidance on how to access inclusive employers.
While we heard some positive feedback that advisers help
customers adopt alternative ways to ‘test’ a prospective
employer’s attitude towards disability, some customers hoped
that Support to Work could go further in helping to identify
inclusive employers.
Identified Action: The 2018 evaluation of Support to Work also
highlighted a demand for identifying inclusive employers. As a
result, there are now plans underway to introduce a jobs board
element to the service. This will allow customers to search for
jobs from employers who have made a commitment to inclusive
practices. The board will only be accessible to Scope customers
and will not be visible to external search engines.
An Employer Engagement Specialist will be responsible for
liaising with employers who are interested in posting vacancies
to the board. These employers must commit to a partnership
agreement that reflects the values and actions that Scope expects
from inclusive employers.
The co-evaluation team understand the potential value of
helping customers identify inclusive employers. This is a highly
understandable desire, given the damaging previous experiences
that customers have faced in the workplace. However, it
is for the same reason that if not carefully managed, the
system could pose risks to individual customers. If a customer
encounters unhelpful attitudes and barriers when interacting
with an employer on the jobs board, the gap between hope
and reality will be even greater. This could potentially deepen
disappointment and reinforce an individual’s sense of rejection
and hopelessness.

27

Indeed, the Centre for Social Justice (2020:25) report that “under its current guise, Disability Confident has […] become a PR stunt rather than a measure of genuine willingness to bring disabled people
into the workforce.” This arises from the fact that the scheme relies on employer self-assessment for two of its three levels of accreditation, meaning that a ‘Disability Confident’ employer may not
have had external verification. Source: Centre for Social Justice (2020) Commissioning Excellence in Disability: An assessment of the Department for Work and Pensions’ nationally contracted disability
employment provision. Available at: https://www.centreforsocialjustice.org.uk/library/commissioning-excellence-in-disability
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We have therefore urged the development of a clear system
of accountability between Support to Work and employers
advertising via the jobs board. If Support to Work customers
report poor experiences with such employers, there should be a
clear process for addressing this directly with the employer to
ensure that it does not happen again. This process should also
ensure that the customer is supported beyond the experience
to prevent customers losing faith in Scope’s support.
The Programme Lead has agreed that there needs to be a clear
process allowing customers to report their experiences with
employers who advertise through the jobs board. This will be
provided through the In Work Employment Advisers discussed
in the previous section.
Future promotion of Support to Work will maintain a focus
on equipping disabled people with the skills and confidence
to become self-assured independent jobseekers. How the
service is promoted links to existing challenges identified
in Chapters 6 and 8 surrounding customers’ expectations
of what Support to Work entails. Any promotion of the jobs
board should be secondary to an emphasis on how the service
develops individual skills and confidence. Marketing should also
provide clear information that the service will expect active
engagement from the customer to independently find and
apply for jobs. This will be reflected in training and supervision
of existing and new members of staff.
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Refining the current service offer
We also received smaller pieces of feedback about the
existing service which would increase its accessibility
for some customers.
Making appointment notes available in a written format
One evaluation participant explained that it would be useful
to receive a written summary of what they discussed with
their adviser in each appointment:
“Some of my conditions can make my memory quite
complicated to manoeuvre around. […] when we were doing
my CV, we would talk through it on the phone. But I think
sometimes, some of those notes could maybe be sent over
email […] because of some of the issues I have with memory
and things.”
– Participant 12
This was echoed by a customer providing feedback on Support
to Work via a feedback chatbot managed by Scope’s Insight
team.
We appreciate that compiling appointment notes could result
in significant extra work for advisers. However, it could also
significantly benefit customers with certain impairments or
conditions.

Recommendation for future practice:
Encourage advisers to use their discretion in
assessing, on an individual basis, which customers
may significantly benefit from written appointment
summaries. Ensure that customers are aware that
receiving appointments notes is possible if it would
significantly increase how accessible the service is to
them.
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Assessing the support given to deaf customers
and customers with a hearing impairment
As we mentioned in Chapter 8, advisers have some concerns
about how well the service currently supports deaf customers
and customers with a hearing impairment.
Several options exist for customers with a hearing impairment
when accessing the service:
1. Customers with access to assistive technology (such as
a hearing aid and Roger Pen) can take part in telephone
appointments.
2. Customers can choose to access the service exclusively
through written communication by email, Skype chat and
the portal messaging system.
3. Customers can have appointments where both their
employment adviser and a British Sign Language (BSL)
interpreter are present.
• The adviser sources the interpreter through a service called
InterpretersLive!.
During the staff focus group, advisers expressed concern that
customers in categories two and three do not receive the
same depth and quality of support as those in category one.
Advisers admitted a lack of confidence in using and promoting
the InterpretersLive! service. This is reflected in service records
showing that only one InterpretersLive! call was completed in
2019.
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Advisers also suggested that establishing rapport with
customers is much harder when relying solely on written
communication.
“I just feel like I don’t cover as much in the instant chat
[as when I’m] speaking to a customer. So I feel like certain
customers might get more from the service than others.”
– Adviser
Recommendation for future practice: We suggest introducing
extra service steps when advisers identify that a customer
has a hearing impairment. These could include:
•

•
•

Explaining that the service is likely to run longer than 12
weeks if communication is taking place via written
messages only. This would have an impact on service
performance indicators and so would require further
research to understand an appropriate adjusted timeline.
Explaining that appointments with both an adviser and a
BSL interpreter may take longer than typical phone
appointments.
Increasing awareness of, and signposting customers to,
specialist deaf employment support services.

Identified Action: The Programme Lead has already facilitated
a refreshed demonstration of InterpretersLive! to the adviser
team, led by advisers who are more confident using it.
The adviser team will share experiences and methods for
supporting customers with a hearing impairment on an ongoing
basis during team meetings.
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Appendix
Methodology

Sources and data collection methods

Our evaluation methodology included both qualitative
and quantitative research methods. In this Appendix, we
describe our sources, data collection methods and analysis
processes.

Individual interviews with Support to Work customers

The key evaluation questions which guided our data
collection were agreed by the Evaluation Stakeholder
Panel. The questions are listed at the end of this Appendix.

We held 14 individual telephone interviews with current or
past Support to Work customers. The Evaluation Officer
conducted seven of these interviews. The remaining
seven were conducted by the two Co-Evaluators with the
Evaluation Officer present.
We invited all customers who had accessed the service
between 1 May 2019 and 25 November 2019 to take part in
the evaluation by sharing their experience of the service.
A copy of the email invitation we used is available on
request. Interview participants were offered a £20 thank
you voucher for their participation.
This sampling method means that our final group of
participants was made up of a group of self-selecting
individuals. The participants had decided for themselves
that they were happy to provide an account of their use of
Support to Work.
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This is likely to have influenced the types of experiences we
heard about during the interviews. Asking individuals to put
themselves forward may particularly encourage participation
from people who:
•
•
•

had a particularly positive experience and would like to
share this
had a particularly negative experience and would like to
make this known
have time to take part in a research interview during
office hours

We encourage stakeholders and readers to consider the
self-selecting nature of this final qualitative sample when
digesting the report’s findings. The sample is unlikely to be
fully representative of the wider customer base. However,
the themes and suggestions contained in the report reflect
experiences that were shared repeatedly and independently
across the sample. We include quantification of the number of
participants experiencing certain themes where appropriate.

A focus group with five further Support to
Work customers
We held a face-to-face focus group with five current and past
Support to Work customers at the Scope London office in
Stratford. This ran for two hours with a break in the middle.
Ruth, one of the Co-Evaluators, led the focus group and
facilitated customers’ participation. Amy, the second
Co-Evaluator, supported by taking contextual notes and
asking follow-up questions. Jess, Evaluation Officer,
was also present.
The invitation email used for individual interviews was
the same one we used for recruitment to the focus group.
People could choose to participate via either method. We
paid for participants’ travel expenses and directly booked
train travel where necessary. Focus group participants were
offered a £50 thank you voucher.

The interview questions were developed by the Co-Evaluators,
Peer Reviewers, Customer Representative and Evaluation
Officer. The questions drew upon the key evaluation questions
set by the Evaluation Stakeholder Panel.
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This sampling method has the same limitations as
the individual interviews. Additionally, holding the
focus group in London placed a practical barrier to
some customers being able to attend. However, we
hope that by offering both remote and in-person
participation options, we enabled any customer who
wanted to participate the opportunity to do so.

Participant
Number

Broad nature of service In work at time of
experience
research

1
2
3

Negative
Positive
Postive

Participants in the focus group remarked that it was
useful to meet others in a similar situation and learn
from their experiences. During the breaks, there was
also a lot of conversation between the participants
and Co-Evaluators. There appeared to be an open
atmosphere, with participants building on each
other’s comments throughout the session.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Focus Group 1
Focus Group 2
Focus Group 3
Focus Group 4
Focus Group 5

Positive
Negative
Mixed
Negative
Negative
Mixed
Positive
Positive
Positive
Mixed
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Mixed
Positive

The focus group questions were developed by the CoEvaluators, Peer Reviewers, Customer Representative
and Evaluation Officer.
We have summarised the broad experiences of the
interview and focus group participants we spoke
to in Table A.1. The table highlights that 11 out of
19 evaluation participants had a clear positive
experience with Support to Work. Four had a clear
negative experience, and four reported a mixed or
ambivalent response to the service.
Seven out of 19 participants were in work at the time
of data collection, while 12 were not in employment.
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No
No-stopped looking
Yes-running own
business
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No-stopped looking
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Table A.1: Summary of evaluation participants, the broad nature of their
service experience and whether they were in work at the time of the
evaluation research

A focus group with five Support to Work
staff members

An interview with the Support to Work
Programme Lead

To understand the staff perspective on the service, we held
a 90 minute in-person focus group with five staff members
working in Support to Work. The group did not include all
staff members who worked in the service in 2019. Some
team members were not available on the day of the focus
group, and others were no longer working in the service.

The Co-Evaluators co-led a Skype interview with the
Support to Work Programme Lead after collecting
qualitative data from customers and the adviser team.
The co-evaluation team decided to schedule this
part way through the project to add further context
and a different perspective to some of the responses
from customers and staff. As a result, the questions
mostly related to emerging themes from the previous
qualitative data collection.

The focus group questions were derived from the key
evaluation questions and from reflections by the coevaluation team after speaking to Support to Work
customers.
Amy led this focus group, with Ruth and Jess supporting
with follow-up questions. The focus group took place
during Support to Work staff members’ working hours and
at their normal place of work.
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Statistical analysis of before and after service
outcomes surveys
All customers who start Support to Work are asked to complete
a baseline evaluation survey online before starting the service.
The survey measures customers in several different domains,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

how long the customer has been looking for a job
how confident the customer is using the skills necessary for
finding and applying for jobs
whether the jobs the customer is applying for match their
true interests and ambitions
the customer’s sense of their own capability in work (for
example confidence to manage their workload or talk to a
manager about reasonable adjustments)
the customer’s knowledge of employment rights

Customers then receive an email with the same survey when
they leave the service, regardless of whether this is an early
exit, an exit into work or when the service expires after 12
weeks. This is called the endline survey.
In theory, the combination of these surveys allows Scope to
observe any changes that occur in these measures during the
time that a customer is accessing Support to Work.
In 2019, only 24 customers completed both a baseline and
an endline survey. We call these matched pairs. In total, 199
customers completed a baseline survey. 43 completed an
endline survey.
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Scope’s Data Analysis Manager and Evaluation and Impact
Statistician analysed the data available from these 2019
baseline and endline surveys to explore the changes associated
with using Support to Work.
Analyses were performed on the matched pair data and the
baseline and endline survey respondents as groups.
The data presented in Chapter 4 mainly uses data from the
matched survey pairs. A Wilcoxon Signed Rank test found that,
excluding the measures on knowledge of employment rights,
the overall changes displayed in the matched baseline and
endline survey pairs in 2019 were significant (p < 0.05).
A one-way ANOVA test with Welch correction applied to the
grouped baseline (n=199) and endline (n=43) surveys also
found a significant difference between these groups (p <
0.05). Again, this is excluding the measure for knowledge of
employment rights.
There was no significant change in the number of customers
answering questions on knowledge of employment rights
correctly before and after the service. We have recently
updated these questions in the outcomes survey as we
suspected that the original questions may not have been
sensitive enough.
The new questions cover reasonable adjustments, disability
discrimination and information sharing around disability.

Statistical analysis of delivery data
stored in the service database
Information about customers and how they use
Support to Work is stored in Microsoft Dynamics, a
Customer Records Management system. The database
holds record of a customer’s interaction with the
service, including:
•
•
•
•
•

emails between advisers and customers
appointments booked, attended and cancelled
action plans
relevant milestones, for example when a customer
started on the programme
status (describing whether someone is an active,
expired or exited customer, or if they have entered
employment)

It also stores demographic data about the
customer base.
Scope’s Data Analysis Manager and Evaluation and
Impact Statistician extracted and analysed data
from the Dynamics database to answer some of
the evaluation questions detailed at the end of this
Appendix. They used the data to explore things such
as the average number of appointments customers
have before they enter into work or before customers
leave the service.
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Thematic analysis of free text data stored
in the service database

Statistical analysis of delivery data stored
in Call Handling

The service database also contains several free text
fields which advisers use to record context about a
customer’s interaction with Support to Work. These case
note fields can contain background information about
a customer, details of what advisers talk to customers
about, and reasons for customers leaving the service
early.

Call Handling is the virtual call centre software that
Support to Work uses for running and managing its
telephone calls with customers. It generates and records
data about all calls that take place within the service. It
captures information such as:

We used this free text data to explore the main reasons
for customers leaving the service early (see Chapter
3). To isolate the relevant sections of free text, the
Evaluation Officer searched the exported case notes for
the terms ‘exit’, ‘leave’, ‘no longer’ and ‘end’. One of the
Peer Reviewers then thematically sorted the selected
notes into categories and derived the main reasons for
early service exits detailed in Chapter 3.
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•
•
•
•
•

which adviser was on a call
how long the call was
when the call took place
whether a call successfully connected
the number of calls to a particular number

Scope’s Data Analysis Manager and Evaluation and
Impact Statistician used call handling data to explore the
relationship between aspects of service delivery (such as
the number of calls or the amount of time spent in calls)
and positive outcomes.

Statistical analysis of the Workstar
Outcomes Tool
The ‘Workstar’ is a tracking tool developed by Triangle.
Advisers and customers complete it together at the start
and the end of a customer’s time with Support to Work.
Advisers ask customers to rate themselves in seven areas
that are relevant to success in finding work. The scale runs
from one to 10 and the seven items are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

job-specific skills
aspiration and motivation
job-search skills
stability
basic skills
social skills for work
challenges

The Workstar is used both as a diagnostic and outcomes
measurement tool. Advisers use it to better understand a
customer’s situation and what they may need most from
Support to Work. At the same time, by completing it at
the start and the end of the service, customers can track
changes in how they feel about these seven key areas and
therefore any progress achieved during their time on the
service.
Scope’s Data Analysis Manager explored the relationship
between Workstar ratings and other outcomes
measurements such as the outcomes survey and actual
employment.
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Qualitative analysis
To analyse the qualitative data, the Co-Evaluators and
Evaluation Officer developed a coding framework derived
from the key evaluation questions. We applied this coding
framework to the interview and focus group transcripts.
The Evaluation Officer coded all 17 transcripts (customer
interviews, customer focus group, staff focus group, and
Programme Lead interview). Together the Co-Evaluators
coded seven transcripts. In addition to this systematic
analysis, the Peer Reviewers also read and shared
reflections on seven transcripts. The Co-Evaluators read
and became familiar with the whole data set.
After the first round of coding, we compared our individual
code applications and reflections in team meetings.
We further updated the coding framework and re-read
transcripts to ensure that all relevant data was captured
and coded. The Evaluation Officer than imported all
coded excerpts into a master document arranged by
evaluation question. This formed the basis for further
thematic analysis of the collected data, which we discussed
continually as a team.
This master document underpins the data presented in the
final report and is the source of the supporting quotations
used as evidence throughout our chapters.
Further information on how we have worked together as a
co-evaluation team will be available in our separate Guide
to Co-Produced Research and Evaluation that we aim to
publish at a later date.
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Evaluation Questions and Sub-Questions

3h

Do customers feel satisfied with how Support to Work advisers deal with questions about
disability-friendly employers and employer engagement?

1

Who is using the Support to Work Service?

3i

What is the relationship between subjective customer experience and customer outcomes?

1a

What are the customer demographics?

3j

If customers enter work, are they satisfied with the role they have gone into?

1b

Do these reflect the demographics of disabled people of working age nationally?

3k

What do staff and customers have to say about Action Plans and how effective they are?

1c

What is their previous employment experience?

3j

Is there a relationship between a customer’s rating of their relationship with their
employment adviser and their eventual outcomes?

1d

How long have they been out of work?
- What relationship doe this have to their outcomes and their satidfaction with the service?

4

Which approaches to service delivery are most successful in generating positive outcomes?

1e

How do people find out about Support to Work?
- Does this vary with demographics?

4a

Is there a relationship between key aspects of service delivery (such as number of appointments) and customer outcomes?

1f

Who contacts the service but is not ‘started’ after their initial appointment?

4b

Is the service following the model customer journey, and what does this look like in practice?

2

Does the service meet its objectives in the short term and long term?

4c

Are there differences in the way individual advisers deliver the service that could be
considered best practice?

2a

How many customers enter employment during or at the end of the programme?

4d

What works well in adviser-customer relationships?
- What would work better?

2b

Do customers gain knowledge and understanding of their employment rights?

5

After leaving the service, what happens next for customers?

2c

Does Support to Work encourage disabled people to proactively seek and apply for the jobs they
want?
- Do customers’ views of the employment market change?

5a

Do customers who enter work keep their jobs?

5b

2d

What are the staff and customers’ subjective experienced of the service?

For customers entering work, what is their experience of asking for reasonable
adjustments? - Is this different to experiences prior to Support to Work?

5c

Do customers go on to use any other support services?

2e

Does Support to Work encourage disabled people to feel more confident about their ability to work?
- Does the service change a customer’s perception of their imprairment or condition?

5d

Do any customers re-use Support to Work? If so, why?

3

What are the staff and customers’ subjective experienced of the service?
5e

Do any customers go on to enter future job roles without support?

3a

What do customers and staff like best about the service?
5f

3b

What do customers and staff find useful or most effective about the service?

What other customer circumstances influence their outcomes?
- Does or could Support to Work address these?

5g

When in the service are customers dropping out?

3c

Was the process what customers were expecting
5h

3d

How accessible do customers find the service?

If customers grow in confidence and self-efficacy through the service, is this sustained
beyond the end of the service?

5i

Do past customers make use of Scope’s online community?

3e

What are customers feeling when they join Support to Work?
- Is there any relationship between this and customers’ eventual outcomes?

6

What is the impact of changes implemented as a result of last year’s evaluation?

3f

What are customers’ expectations when they join Support to Work?
6a

3g

Do customers or staff have suggestions for service improvement?

Have the new resources to support use of the online customer portal improved customer’s
experiences of the digital aspects of the service?

6b

Has advisers’ confidence in dealing with difficult or unusual situations changed?
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